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Abstract

The effect of the refraction of a laser beam propagating through three differ

ent phase objects, i.e. a laser produced plasma and two different gas media,

is investigated in this thesis. It is shown that these effects have useful appli

cations. As an introduction to the work performed, a basic discussion of the

theory of light is given.

In the first experimental study, the accuracy of using the Refractive Fringe

Diagnostic, as a tool to determine the electron density profiles of laser pro

duced plasmas, is investigated [Buccellato et al. (1992)]. A comparative

study is performed between an established method of determining the elec

tron density profiles of laser produced plasmas, i.e. Nomarski interferometry,

and the Refractive Fringe Diagnostic, by comparing experimental data ob

tained from the same laser shot. For the electron density profiles investigated,

it is shown that the Refractive Fringe Diagnostic over-estimates the electron

density by an order of magnitude. It is suggested that the electron density

errors are due to the inherent assumptions of the Refractive Fringe Diagnos

tic. To verify this, a numerical simulation into the accuracy of the RFD is

performed on a mathematically modelled plasma. The discrepancy in the

numerical results are consistent with those of the experimental results and

these can be attributed to the assumptions made by the Refractive Fringe

Diagnostic.

Laser light refracted by a gas medium, with a specific density profile, may

produce a near diffraction limited focal spot. The remaining two experimen

tal investigations deal with two novel gas lenses: the Pulsed Gas Lens and

the Colliding Shock Lens.
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A radially expanding cylinder of gas produces a suitable density structure

to focus laser light. A design of a gas lens, the Pulsed Gas Lens, using this

principle is proposed as a final focusing lens for a laser fusion power station

[Buccellato et al. (1993a)]. To establish the feasibility of such a lens a proof

of-principle design for the lens is given. A numerical simulation of this lens is

performed by modelling the gas flow from the lens and raytracing through the

determined density profiles inside the lens. It is found that this lens can be

used as a focusing element. To establish certain practical aspects of the proof

of-principle design, a beam deflection device was constructed and tested. This

beam deflection device models the lensing principle of the proposed lens.

The laser beam deflection observed did not match the computed deflection.

The opening mechanism for the proof-of-principle design did not produce an

instantaneous opening of the chamber as was assumed in the simulation. The

opening mechanism must be modified to decrease the opening time.

Diverging spherical shock waves, produced by pairs of opposing electrodes

evenly spaced on a circumference, produce a converging cylindrically sym

metric shock wave. After convergence a suitable density structure exists for

near diffraction li.mited focusing to occur. It is found that the Colliding

Shock Lens is a varifocal lens: the focal length and lens diameter increase

with time [Buccellato et al. (1993b)]. A numerical simulation is performed

to model the operation of the Colliding Shock Lens. The numerical results

compare favourably with the experimental results. From the simulation it is

established that the lens diameter can be scaled up by increasing the physical

size of the lens and the input energy to the lens. Potential applications of

the colliding shock lens are discussed.

To conclude this thesis, the results of the separate investigations are sum

marised.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Light is the essence of life and not surprisingly, a great deal of attention has

been given to unravelling the mysteries of light. The ancient Greek philoso

phers believed that light and vision were one and the same and it was not

until approximately 1000 A.D. that Alhazen, an Arab scholar, distinguished

the difference between light and vision. The question "What is the nature

of light?", has attracted a great deal of attention since the 17th Century.

A brief review of the historical development of the perception of light and

the evolution of the laser will be given and the concept of refraction will be

introduced. The work performed in this thesis will be outlined at the end of

the chapter.
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1.1 The Evolution of the Perception of Light

The start of modern optics can be traced back to the empirical discovery of

the law of refraction by Willebrord Snell in 1621. Rene Descartes, in 1637,

explained this law by modelling light as a pressure transmitted by an elastic

medium. Robert Hooke, in 1665, proposed that light consisted of vibrations

of an aether and explained refraction as the deflection of a wavefront. This

hypothesis was rejected by Isaac Newton in 1671 since it did not explain the

rectilinear propagation of light. Newton, studying the dispersion of light by

a prism, concluded that white light was made up of different colours and he

initially proposed various models for light. In 1675, Newton proposed that

light consisted of particles but in certain instances these particles generated

wave motions in the aether. He substantiated his argument by explaining

diffraction, the colour of thin films and Newton rings. He modified his theory

in 1704 and explained light as a stream of particles which suffer periodic fits.

He later added that these particles have sides in order to explain double

refraction.

Christiaan Huygens, in 1678, proposed a wave theory of light, consistent

with the rectilinear propagation of light, to explain reflection, refraction and

double refraction. He proposed that each point of a wavefront is the source

of a secondary wavelet. It was not until the early 19th Century that the wave

theory of light was generally accepted. Thomas Young, in 1801, introduced

the principle of interference between light waves and used this to explain

Newton rings. Augustin Fresnel incorporated Huygen's wave description and

the principle of interference to explain the propagation of a light wave. These

waves were presumed to be longitudinal. In 1816, he used the wave theory

to calculate experimentally observed diffraction patterns. Young, in 1817,

suggested that light consisted of vibrations transverse to the direction of

propagation in order to explain polarization. However, he did not account
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for the light medium needed to sustain this wave.

The concept of the nature of light took a dramatic turn near the end of the

19th Century. James Maxwell, in 1864, proposed that light was an electro

magnetic wave supported by some medium. This theory was boosted by

the experimental discovery of electromagnetic radiation by Heinrich Hertz in

1887 and the discovery that electromagnetic waves do not need a medium to

propagate by Albert Einstein in 1905. The concept of the quantum nature

of light evolved in 1900 when Max Planck, in order to explain black body

radiation, assumed that electromagnetic radiation was produced in discreet

units which had an energy, E, related to a frequency, I, by E = hi, where

h is a constant. In 1905, Einstein proposed a theory that light consisted of

particles of specific energy, E, and he used this to derive the equation gov

erning the photoelectric effect. In 1909, Einstein proposed the co-existence

of particles and waves in a radiation field. The quantum hypothesis of light

began to gain general acceptance when Arthur Compton, in 1923, explained

his x-ray scattering results in terms of scattering of quanta of radiation by

free electrons. The quantum of radiation was named the photon by G. N.

Lewis in 1926. Through the work of Bohr, Born, Heisenberg, Schrodinger,

De Broglie, Pauli and Dirac, the theory of light was refined to what we know

today.

1.2 What is Light?

Light corresponds to the electromagnetic radiation in the range from approx

imately 384 THz to approximately 769 THz. Light can be viewed submicro

scopically as a stream of photons where each photon has a specific energy

given by E = hi, momentum given by p = ~ and a constant speed in vacuum
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given by c = fA. Macroscopically, this stream of photons exhibits both wave

and particle like behaviour. To explain certain optical phenomena either the

wave nature of light or the particle nature of light is used. On the question

"What is a photon?", Einstein said " I spent my life to find out what a

photon is and I still don't know it."

The most common mechanism responsible for the emission of light is the

excitation of an atom from its ground state to an excited state by the collision

of the atom with either an atom, an electron or a photon. This excited state

lasts for a time period of the order of 10-9 s and on relaxation to the ground

state, a photon is released. The energy of the photon is equal to the quantized

energy change of the atom from the excited state to the ground state.

There are a wide variety of different light sources, e.g. the incandescent light

bulb, the gas discharge tube and the laser. It is the laser that is used in this

investigation.

1.3 The Laser

The idea behind the stimulated emission of radiation was proposed by Ein

stein [Einstein (1917)], but it was only experimentally realised in 1955. Gor

don et al. [Gordon et al. (1955)] used the stimulated emission between the

lowest two levels of the ammonia molecule to amplify microwave radiation

of wavelength 12.6 mm. Their device was named a maser, an acronym for

microwave amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation. Schawlow

and Townes [Schawlow and Townes (1958)] proposed the extension of the

maser to amplify shorter wavelengths. The first light amplification by the

stimulated emission of radiation, i.e. laser, was demonstrated by Maiman et
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al. [Maiman et al. (1961)]. The two levels in the ruby crystal were used to

produce pulsed red light of wavelength 694.3 nm. The first continuous wave

laser was demonstrated by Javan et al. [Javan et al. (1961)] using a gas

medium consisting of a mixture of Helium and Neon. To date, lasers with

frequencies ranging from microwaves to x-rays have been developed.

Laser light has the unique feature of high intensity, directionality, coherence,

and narrow spectral width. These features have given lasers a wide range of

applications, some of which are considered in this thesis.

1.4 Refraction

Refraction is the main topic under investigation in this thesis, thus a basic

understanding of this phenomena is needed.

The speed of light in vacuum is given by:

1
c=--

y'Eo/1o'
(1.1 )

where Eo is the permittivity of free space and /10 is the permeability of free

space.

The phase velocity of light in a homogeneous isotropic dielectric is given by:

1
vp = --

{4i'

5
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where E is the permittivity of the dielectric and I-" is the permeability of the

dielectric.

Light propagating into a dielectric from vacuum will experience a change

in speed and this speed change will result in the light experiencing refrac

tion or "bending". This speed change and its dependence on the frequency

of the light can be understood by studying the interaction of the incident

electromagnetic wave with the arrays of atoms making up the dielectric. Re

fraction can be visualised by considering a plane light wavefront incident on

a dielectric, as shown in figure 1.1.

The section of the wavefront interacting with the dielectric slows down rel

ative to the remaining section which is still propagating in vacuum. With

continued interaction, the direction of propagation of the plane wavefront in

the dielectric differs from that in vacuum. This change in direction is given

by:

sin ()i n2

sin Or = nl
(1.3)

where nl is the refractive index of the medium that the light was travelling

in and n2 is the refractive index of the medium that the light travelled into.

The refractive index of a medium is defined as the ratio of the speed of light

in vacuum to the speed of light in the medium, i.e.



8.
I

Vacuum

Dielectric

Figure 1.1: Refraction of a plane wavefront.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

In this thesis, the effect of the refraction of laser light through three different

phase objects is investigated. The first investigation deals with the accuracy

of using the Refractive Fringe Diagnostic in determining the electron density

profiles of laser produced plasmas. The following investigations deal with the

development of two novel pulsed gas lenses: the Pulsed Gas Lens and the

Colliding Shock Lens. Each investigation has been dealt with separately and

only pertinent theory, relevant to the understanding of each investigation,

has been included in each chapter. For a fuller theoretical picture the reader

is referred to standard literature in the text.
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Chapter 2

Comparative Electron Density

Measurements for the

Refractive Fringe Diagnostic

and N omarski Interferometry

2 .1 Introduction

"A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles which ex

hibits collective behaviour" [Chen (1974)]. Irradiation of a gas [Maker et

al. (1963), Meyerand and Haught (1963)] or a solid [Verber and Adelman

(1963), Honig and Woolston (1963), Linlor (1963)], with high intensity laser

light, will produce a plasma. Laser produced plasmas (LPP) have a wide

range of applications, e.g. laser fusion; x-ray sources; x-ray lasers; sources

of energetic particles and beat wave accelerators [Key (1986)]. For these
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applications, a knowledge of the electron density profile of LPP is required.

Electron density profiles of LPP can be determined by optical probing. In

terferometric, schlieren and shadowgraphic techniques are commonly used in

the optical probing of LPP and a review of these techniques is given by Hall

[Hall (1986)] and by Basov et al. [Basov et al. (1986)].

Interferometers are the most widely used optical probes for LPP and numer

ous studies have been performed [Attwood et al. (1978), Raven and Willi

(1979), Fedosejevs et al. (1979)]. The refraction of a probe beam through

a phase object can also be used to study the phase object concerned [Ev

tushenko et al. (1971), Keilmann (1972), Schreiber et al. (1973), Kogelschatz

and Schneider (1972), Benattar and Popovics (1983)]. The first quantitative

refractive fringe diagnostic, to evaluate the electron density profiles of LPP,

was proposed by Michaelis and Willi [Michaelis and Willi (1981)] and was

later revised by Cunningham et al. [Cunningham et al. (1986a)]. This diag

nostic has been applied to the study of flames [Michaelis et al. (1985)] and

shocks in air [Waltham et al. (1987), Bacon et al. (1989), Buccellato et al.

(1993b)].

The Refractive Fringe Diagnostic (RFD) is a simple method of diagnosing

the electron density profiles of LPP. However, the accuracy of this method

has not been thoroughly determined. In this chapter, a comparative study is

performed, between a Nomarski interferometer and the RFD, in determining

the electron density profiles of LPP [Buccellato et al. (1992)]. This com

parison is based on experimental data obtained from the same laser shot. A

numerical simulation of the comparison is performed to access the effect of

the assumptions of the RFD on the accuracy of the diagnostic and to verify

the experimental results.
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2.2 Theory

The topic of interest in this investigation is the optical diagnosis of LPP.

The mechanism responsible for LPP formation is of secondary importance

and thus it is not discussed here. A comprehensive review of LPP is given

by Hughes [Hughes (1975)].

An electromagnetic wave propagating through a plasma will experience re

fraction. The refractive index (n), for a homogeneous plasma, is given by

the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum (c) to the phase velocity (vp ) of the

electromagnetic wave in the plasma:

c
n -

vp

ck

W
(2.1)

where k is the propagation vector and w the angular frequency of the wave.

For a fully ionised cold plasma (no collisions and no drift yelocity) with no

static magnetic field, equation 2.1 can be expressed as [Hughes (1975)]:

(2.2)

where W pe is the electron plasma frequency. The electron plasma frequency

is the natural frequency of the electrostatic oscillations of the electrons due

to disturbances of the charge neutrality of the plasma and is it given by:

11



(2.3)

where Ne is the electron density, e is the charge of an electron, me is the

mass of an electron and EO is the permittivity of free space. Incorporating

equation 2.3 into equation 2.2, the refractive index of a homogeneous plasma

can be expressed as:

~
n ~ V1- N;' (2.4)

where Ne is the critical electron density for a laser probe beam with vacuum

wavelength, A, which is given by:

(2.5)

The critical electron density is the maximum electron density a laser probe

beam can penetrate before it is reflected. If the wavelength of the laser probe

beam is chosen such that Ne ~ Ne' equation 2.4 can be approximated by:

(2.6)

A LPP, which is generated in vacuum by the irradiation of a solid target

with high intensity laser light, is inhomogeneous and is often spherically

symmetric. A slice through this plasma, perpendicular to the incident LPP

generating laser beam, will have circular symmetry and the refractive index

(equation 2.6) can be expressed as:

12



(2.7)

where r is the radial distance.

A laser probe beam propagating through a LPP is going to be refracted and

it will experience a change in optical path length (OPL) and phase due to the

plasma. A light ray, traversing an optically thin (i.e. no absorption) plasma

slice, is shown in figure 2.1.

A light ray entering the LPP with a height, p, is refracted as it traverses the

plasma and exits the plasma with an angle a. If one traces the light ray back

into the plasma, the apparent source of the light ray is given by:

p
y = -- + d tan a,

cos a
(2.8)

where d is the dis~ance between the axis of symmetry and the object plane. If

one assumes that one has negligible refraction, i.e. a ~ 10
, then equation 2.8

can be simplified to:

y ~p. (2.9)

Equation 2.9 implies that the path of the light ray traversing the plasma is

a straight line. The OPL of the light ray traversing the plasma is then given

by:

13
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Figure 2.1: A light ray traversing a plasma slice.
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l
Ro n(r)r

cP(y) = 2 dr,
y Jr2 - y2

(2.10)

which is in the form of an Abel integral. To evaluate the refractive index one

has to Abel invert equation 2.10:

1 IRO
cP'(y)n(r) = -- dy.

7r r J y2 - r 2
(2.11)

By knowing the change in OPL of the laser probe beam due to the LPP, the

refractive index of the LPP can be calculated by equation 2.11. In turn, the

electron density can be calculated by equation 2.7. The change in OPL of

the probe beam can be measured by an interferometer.

An alternative method is to calculate the angle of refraction (a) and geomet

rically deduce the refractive index and thus the electron density of the LPP.

This is the essence of the RFD.

The advantages of optical probing of LPP, with laser light, is the high spatial

(order of flm) and temporal (order of ps) resolution obtainable. However,

a disadvantage is that the maximum electron density that can be probed is

dependent on the wavelength of the probing laser. For lasers with ultraviolet

wavelengths, the maximum electron density that can be probed is of the

order of 1022cm-3 (equation 2.5).

15



2.2.1 Interferometry

Conventional interferometers divide a laser probe beam into two equal parts

and direct only one part through the phase object to be investigated. When

these two parts are recombined, an interference pattern is formed due to the

relative phase shift between the two laser beams.

The fringes on the interferogram represent iso-phase contours, i.e. the change

in the OPL between the light traversing the plasma and that not traversing

the plasma, which can be given by geometrical arguments from figure 2.1

(assuming negligible refraction):

form visible fringes when 'IjJ(y) is an integral number of wavelengths:

'IjJ(y)=F).,

where F = 0, 1,2 ... , n.

(2.12)

(2.13)

If one performs the integration implied in equation 2.11 on the experimental

data 'IjJ(y):

liRa 'IjJ'(y)-- dy
1r r J y2 - ,2

1iRa
</J'(y)-- dy

1r r J y2 - ,2
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1jRo 2y+ - ~
1r r y!(R5 - y2)(y2 - r2) ,

n(r) - 1, (2.14)

L1n(r). (2.15)

In obtaining equation 2.14 one has noted that:

1jRa 2y
- dy = -l.
1r r y!(R5 - y2)(y2 - r2)

By differentiating equation 2.7:

but:

(2.16)

(2.17)

L1Ne = Ne,plasma - Ne,vacuum =Ne - 0 = Ne, (2.18)

thus:

L1n(r) ~ _ Ne(r).
2Nc

Equating equations 2.15 and 2.19 one gets:

17
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Ne(r) = 2Nc iRo 'lj;'(y) dy.
7r r J y2 - r 2

(2.20)

Alternatively, one could obtain a more accurate value for Ne by employing

equation 2.4 in the form:

(2.21 )

with n(r) determined by equation 2.14, but for our purposes equation 2.20

will suffice.

Deutsch and Beniaminy [Deutsch and Beniaminy (1982)] have shown that

one can reduce the errors due to the differentiation of noisy interferometric

data ('lj;' (y)), by an order of magnitude, by manipulating equation 2.20 to

remove the differentiation of 'lj;(y). Integrating equation 2.20 by parts results

in [Deutsch and Beniaminy (1982)]:

(2.22)

In obtaining equation 2.22, one assumed cylindrical symmetry about the axis

of the heating laser beam and no refraction of the laser probe beam in the

LPP. Deviations from these assumptions will result in errors in the calcu

lated electron densities. Vest [Vest (1975)] showed that the Abel inversion of

the change in OPL interferometric data, in the presence of strong refraction,

yields accurate results if the interferogram is formed with appropriate imag

ing, i.e. imaging on the axis of symmetry of the LPP. This corresponds to

d = 0 in figure 2.1. Sweeney et al. [Sweeney et al. (1976)] showed that these

. 18



errors can be reduced if the probe beam has a probing wavelength four times

smaller than the heating laser pulse. Pawlowicz [Pawlowicz (1991a,b)], using

an interferometric data analysis technique which takes into account strong

refraction of the laser probe beam in the LPP, confirmed Vests conclusion, i.e.

Abel inversion of the change in OPL interferometric data, in the presence of

strong refraction, yields accurate results if the interferogram is formed with

appropriate imaging.

The Nomarski interferometer is a commonly used interferometer for LPP

diagnosis. This interferometer was first proposed by Nomarski [Nomarski

(1955)] for the use in microscopy and was adapted for LPP by Benattar et

al. [Benattar et al. (1979)].

2.2.2 Nomarski Interferometer

The Nomarski interferometer is a polarization type interferometer. A sche

matic representation of the interferometer is given in figure 2.2 [Benattar et

al. (1979)]. The interferometer consists of two 45° polarizers, an imaging

lens and a Wollaston prism.

A Wollaston prism is made up of two quartz prisms placed together to make

a parallel plate. The prisms are cut so that the optical axes are orthogonal

to each other and to the direction of the probe beam. A probe beam, which

is linearly polarized at 45° to the optical axis of the first prism by polarizer

Pt, is divided into an ordinary and extraordinary ray by the first prism.

These two components are equal in intensity, orthogonally polarized with

respect to each other and travel at different speeds in the prism. At the

junction of the prisms the two components of the laser beam see a difference

in the refractive index. The ordinary ray of the laser beam in the first prism
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of a Nomarski interferometer.
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becomes the extraordinary ray in the second prism, and vice versa. The two

beams thus emerge from the Wollaston prism with an angular separation, E.

An object, illuminated by the probe beam, is imaged onto the image plane

by the lens 1. Two images of the object are produced on the image plane by

the Wollaston prism. The two images can be thought of as originating from

two virtual foci, hand 12. The two beams, emerging from the Wollaston

prism, are orthogonally polarized with respect to each other and thus no

interference occurs on the image plane. A further 45° polarizer, Pz, is needed

to produce interference fringes. The two polarizers can be either crossed or

uncrossed. The fringe separation is given by:

. AP
z = -;;];' (2.23)

where p, b, and E are given in figure 2.2 The fringe spacings can be varied by

changing the position of the Wollaston prism and the fringe orientation can

be changed by rotating the Wollaston prism.

The Nomarski interferometer can act as a normal or differential interferome-

ter, depending on the values of E and b chosen. A differential interferometer

measures the gradient of the change in OPL due to the plasma while a normal

interferometer measures the change in OPL due the plasma. A normal in

terferometer was used in this investigation. The diameter of the laser beam,

E and b were chosen so that the image of the plasma overlapped with an

undisturbed region of the probe beam.

The advantages of using a Nomarski interferometer are given by Benattar et

al. [Benattar et al. (1979)] and are summarised below:
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• alignment and stability problems are reduced

• a wide range of wavelengths can be used without modifications needed

• the equal optical path length, between the virtual foci U1 and h) and

the central interference fringe (located on the axis of the interferometer)

enables ps laser pulses to be used which have inherently low temporal

coherence

• the spatial resolution is determined by the quality of the lens

• the optical components are commonly available.

2.2.3 Refractive Fringe Diagnostic

The visualisation of the formation of refractive fringes from a spherical or

cylindrical plasma, which has a monotonically decreasing electron density

profile tending to zero at Ro, is shown in figure 2.3. Ro is termed the effective

plasma radius. The probe beam, refracted by the plasma, interferes with the

probe beam not traversing the plasma, forming visible refractive fringes at a

distance L behind the plasma. From the spacings of these refractive fringes,

the refractive index profile of the LPP can be calculated. .

Light rays traversing a spherically symmetric phase object obey Bouger's

formula [Born and Wolf (1965)]:

(2.24)

where ri is the distance from the centre of the phase object to the i th light

ray, n(ri) is the refractive index at ri, () is the angle between the i th ray and
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Figure 2.3: The geometry of the RFD.
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a line joining the ith ray to the origin, and Pi is the impact parameter of the

ith ray.

If one assumes that the path of the light ray in the plasma is parabolic

(figure 2.4), the refractive index at point (h) is given by equation 2.24:

Pi
ri sin e

Pi

,
r·1

where Pi and ri are geometrically deducible from figure 2.4.

At the ray entrance point (j), equation 2.24 can be expressed as:

Ra sin (Ji,

since n(Ro) ~ 1.

(2.25)

(2.26)

The geometry of the parabolic light ray path in the plasma is expanded for

clarity in figure 2.5. The line segments ij and ik are tangents to the parabola

at the points (j) and (k), respectively, and the line j k joins the tangent points

(j) and (k). The ray path in the plasma is given by:

(2.27)
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and the gradient at any point on the ray path is given by:

dy' ,
-d =2ax.

x'

The line segment joining points (i) and (k) is given by:

, (') 2 '2 .Yik X = ax +~,

and at point (k), i.e. (x~, yD:

, ( ') '2·Yik Xl = 2ax I + l.

Rearranging equation 2.30 and incorporating equation 2.27:

, 2'YI - YI

l.e. the line segment ih = hI.

From figure 2.4, at point (h):

1.
Ti = gh = gI - "id,

26
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Figure 2.5: The geometry of a parabolic ray.
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where:

and:

thus:

a'
gl = Ro sin( --: + (3i);

2
(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

Substituting equation 2.35 and equation 2.26 into equation 2.25, with some

trigonometric manipulation, the refractive index is given by:

1 . (3cos -a' sIn .
( )

2 t t

nri ='(3 l' (¥. (1 (3)'sm i + '2 sm ~ cos '2ai + i
(2.36)

Note: The denominator of equation 2.36 in the paper of Cunningham et al.

[Cunningham et al. (1986a)] is in error. The term ~ sin %has been incorrectly

typed as ~ sin a.

Equation 2.36 expresses the refractive index of the LPP on a radius, given

by equation 2.35, as a function of two angles: ai and (3i. These angles can

be geometrically derived with reference to figure 2.3 and figure 2.4. If one
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assumes that the wavefronts are planar at the fringe plane then the refraction

angle of the ith ray is given by:

. -1 ,\
ai = SIn d

i
' (2.37)

where di is the dark fringe separation enclosing the ith bright fringe and ,\ is

the wavelength of the laser probe beam.

The path of the light ray exterior to the LPP is given by:

y(x) = tanai x + constant,

but:

y(L) tanai L + constant

thus:

y(x) = tanai x + Ri - tanai L.

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

At the light ray exit point from the LPP, i.e.(Xi , Yi), the light ray intersects

the LPP boundary. The LPP boundary is given by:
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(2.41 )

To find the intersection point, equation 2.40 is substituted into equation 2.41:

(2.42)

and the relevant root of equation 2.42 is determined. The intersection point

is [Campbell (1985)]:

+JRr tan2
ai - £2 tan2

ai +2£Ri tan ai - (Rr - R5)(1 + tan2 ai)
l+ta~~ ,

and:

The angle f3i can be expressed as:

f3 l(Yi)i = tan- Xi - ai·

(2.43)

(2.44)

The electron density profile of the defocused shadowgraph can be evaluated

from the fringe separations by using equations (2.7), (2.36), (2.35), (2.44)

and (2.37).
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A constraint in applying the RFD exists. The use of ray optic techniques is

only justified if [Born and Wolf (1965)]:

(2.45)

It is important to note some of the assumptions that the RFD makes and

these will be repeated here, i.e. the light wavefrants are assumed to be lo

cally planar at the fringe plane, there must be spherical or cylindrical plasma

symmetry and parabolic light ray paths in the plasma.

2.3 Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in figure 2.6. A Q

switched ruby laser, with a 5 mm mode selecting aperture within the laser

cavity, was focused onto massive carbon targets in a vacuum chamber evac

uated to pressures less than 10-5 tOff. A f /1.5 anti-reflection coated lens

triplet (LT) was used to focus the ruby beam onto the carbon targets with a

focal spot diameter of 60/-lm. With typical laser output energies of 400 mJ

in 40 ns (FWHM), the irradiance on target was typically in the order of

1011 Wcm-2 •

The Foucault technique on a 30/-lm diameter Nickel wire was used to de

termine the position of the focal plane of the lens, LT' This position was

recorded on a TV imaging system enabling the carbon targets to be placed

in the focal plane of the lens with an accuracy of 60/-lm. The Nickel wire

at the focal plane of the lens, LT, was imaged by a f /5 lens (Ln ) onto the

Nomarski interferometer TV camera. The position of the Refractive Fringe
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Figure 2.6: The experimental setup.
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camera was adjusted to image a plane, on the camera side of the target,

lOA mm from the target.

The LPP was probed with a Nitrogen laser of wavelength 337 nm and a

pulse length of 1 ns (FWHM). The Nitrogen laser was synchronised with the

Ruby laser by using an in-line laser-triggered spark gap [Cunningham et al.

(1986b )], triggered by 8 % of the ruby laser beam (via a glass slide). The

probe times of the plasma were varied by means of a dogleg (not shown in

figure 2.6) which varied the distance the ruby light travelled between the

ruby laser and the carbon target. The probe times were determined by two

photodiodes connected to a Tektronix 485 oscilloscope. The photodiodes

(not shown in figure 2.6) were arranged to detect the back reflections of the

Ruby and Nitrogen lasers from the vacuum chamber windows.

The polarizers (Glan Taylor prisms), of the Nomarski interferometer, were

crossed with respect to each other and together with the Wollaston prism

were aligned to give interference fringes parallel to the carbon target. A

partially silvered glass slide was used to direct a small percentage of the

Nitrogen laser probe beam to the Refractive Fringe TV camera.

The recording and digitization (Oculus 200 real time frame grabber) of the

resultant images on the TV cameras were synchronised with the firing of the

ruby laser. The spatial resolution of the images is limited by the imaging

system to approximately 3.5 f-lm.
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2.4 Results

Two Nomarski interferograms and their corresponding RFD defocused shad

owgraphs of the LPP, probed at 30± 10 ns after the start of the Ruby heating

pulse, are shown in figure 2.7 and figure 2.8.

Three-dimensional representations of the electron density profiles of the LPP,

evaluated from the Nomarski interferograms of figure 2.7(a) and figure 2.8(a),

are shown in figure 2.9 and figure 2.10, respectively. The electron densities

were evaluated at different inversion lines traversing the plasma and parallel

to the target face.

A comparison between the electron densities, on the ruby laser axis, evaluated

from the defocused shadowgraphs of the RFD and the corresponding electron

densities evaluated from the Nomarski interferograms (from figure 2.9 and

figure 2.10), are given in figure 2.11 and figure 2.12. An agreement of within

an order of magnitude between the two diagnostics is obtained.

2.5 Discussion

From the Nomarski interferograms shown in figure 2.7(a) and figure 2.8(a), it

is evident that the plasma is not spherically symmetric but symmetric about

the axis of the ruby laser pulse. The electron densities were thus evaluated

at different distances from the target along inversion lines perpendicular to

the ruby laser axis.

The Nomarski interferometry errors shown in figure 2.11 and figure 2.12
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a)

b)

Figure 2.7: (a) A Nomarski interferogram of a LPP at irradiance 3.5 x

1011 W cm-2. (b) Corresponding RFD defocused shadowgraph.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.8: (a) A Nomarski interferogram of a LPP at irradiance 4.8 x

1011 W cm-2. (b) Corresponding RFD defocused shadowgraph.
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were due to the uncertainties in the change in OPL data extracted from the

Nomarski interferograms. The uncertainties were due to the limited spatial

resolution of the interferograms. The error region increases as one approaches

the boundary of the plasma due to the increase in the error in measuring the

fringe shifts from the interferograms. These errors do not take into account

possible errors in the Abel inverted electron densities due to refraction of the

laser probe beam in the plasma. Sweeney et al. [Sweeney et al. (1976)], using

raytracing techniques on mathematically modelled LPP with similar density

scale lengths as those found in figure 2.11 and figure 2.12, have shown that

large errors exist in the Abel inverted electron densities in regions of high

electron densities where considerable refraction of the probe beam occurs.

In these regions, the Abel inverted electron densities are appreciably lower

than the actual electron densities, especially if a frequency doubled probe

beam is used rather than a shorter wavelength probe beam. The errors in

the electron densities, for the Nomarski interferometer shown in figure 2.11

and figure 2.12, are thus possibly greater than shown for these regions.

In the RFD the electron densities close to the target are given by the fringes

furthest from the .caustic region (the black semi-circular region on the RFD

defocused shadowgraphs). Due to the limited spatial resolution of the RFD

defocused shadowgraphs, the errors in determining the fringe separations

increase with decreasing fringe widths. The errors in the resultant electron

density profiles thus increase as one approaches the target, as is evident from

figure 2.11 and figure 2.12.

Bearing in mind that the Nomarski interferometry electron densities in fig

ure 2.11 and figure 2.12 do not take into account the errors due to refraction

of the probe beam in the plasma, an agreement between the two diagnostics

of within an order of magnitude is obtained. The electron densities evaluated

from the RFD are higher than those obtained by Nomarski interferometry.
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Better agreement between the two diagnostics is obtained in the regions of

lower electron density.

The discrepancy between these results can be attributed to non-parabolic

paths of the probe beam in the LPP and the asymmetry of the LPP.

The path of two light rays propagating through a LPP, for different impact

parameters, pi, are shown in figure 2.13. The dashed line represents the

assumed parabolic ray path in the plasma and the triangular region, enclosing

this dashed line, is the probable ray path region. This region is smaller for

rays with larger impact parameters than it is for rays with smaller impact

parameters. One would then expect the errors, due to the parabolic path

assumption, to be larger for smaller impact parameters than larger impact

parameters. This is consistent with the experimental results in figure 2.11

and figure 2.12 where the electron density errors decrease with increasing

distance from the target.

Benattar and Popovics [Benattar and Popovics (1983)] mathematically mod

elled a LPP by:

N AN -B~ cm-3
e = ee , (2.46)

where A = 0.0845, B = 5.45 and Ne = 9 X 1021 cm-3 (A = 0.35 /-lm),

and found that the electron density errors, due the assumption of parabolic

ray paths in the plasma increased, with increasing electron density. They

concluded that the parabolic ray path assumption in the LPP was invalid.

The results in figure 2.12 are normalised (~o where Ro = 200 /-lm) and

compared to the prediction of Benattar and Popovics in figure 2.14. The

predicted and the experimental results compare favourably.
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Figure 2.13: The path of two light rays propagating through a LPP for

different impact parameters (Pi) a) large impact parameter b) small impact

parameter.
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The deviation from the assumed symmetry in the derivation of the formu

lae of the RFD, will result in errors in the RFD electron densities. From

figure 2.7(b) and figure 2.8(b), it is clear that the caustic region (the black

semi-circular region) is not perfectly circular. These errors are difficult to

quantify.

From equation 2.5, the critical electron density for A = 337 nm is 9.8 x

1021 cm-3 • • This is considerably less than the maximum electron density

probed, i.e. Ne ~ 1 X 1021 cm-3 . The use of equation 2.6 is thus valid.

From figure 2.11, the electron density gradient is approximately 1024 cm-4
.

From equation 2.45, for Ne = 9.8 X 1021 cm-3 and Ne = 1021 cm-3
, the

measured gradient must be much less than 2.6 x 1026 cm-4
. Ray optical

analysis was thus justified in this investigation.

2.6 Numerical Simulation

The experimental investigation has shown that there is a discrepancy between

the electron densities determined by the Nomarski interferometer and those

determined by RFD. It is suggested that the parabolic ray path assumption,

in the LPP, was the main contributing factor for the discrepancy. In the

comparison it was assumed that the Nomarski interferometer electron den

sity measurements were accurate. To clarify the contributing factors for the

discrepancy, a numerical raytrace through a mathematically modelled spher

ical LPP was performed and refractive fringes were generated for different

object plane distances (L). From these theoretically generated fringes, the

RFD was used to determine the electron density profile of the mathematically

modelled LPP.
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The numerical investigation, in this section, is the extension of the work of

Campbell [Campbell (1985)]. Campbell numerically accessed the accuracy

of the revised RFD. However, an important factor was overlooked in his

investigation, i.e. the effect of the object plane distance on the accuracy of

the RFD.

2.6.1 Numerical Raytrace

The LPP is assumed to be spherically symmetric and a slice through the

LPP is shown in figure 2.15.

The optical path length of a light ray through a plasma slice is given by:

OP L = LB

n(x, y) ds.

From figure 2.15, it is clear that:

Since:

y=f(x),

and:
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Figure 2.15: A light ray traversing a plasma slice.
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dy .- =y,
dx

then:

dy = ydx,

and thus equation 2.48 can be expressed as:

(2.50)

(2.51 )

(2.52)

Substituting equation 2.52 into equation 2.47, the OPL of the light ray

through the LPP is given by:

OPL = LB

n(x, y)J1 + y2 dx, (2.53)

where it is now understood that A and B denote the x values at points A

and B.

Fermat's principle states that a light ray will traverse a phase object through

the shortest possible route, i.e.:

(2.54)
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Solving equation 2.54 by Euler's equation:

.!!:-!i. _!i. = 0
dx oiJ oy ,

where:

1= l(x,y,iJ) = n(x,y)V1 + iJ2,

one finds that:

(2.55)

(2.56)

Y+iJ(1+iJ2) 1 8n(x,y)_(1+iJ2) 1 8n(x,y) =0. (2.57)
n(x,y) Ox n(x,y) 8y

Performing order reduction on equation 2.57 by setting Yl = Y and Y2 = '!h:

. _ ( 2) 1 8n(x,y) _ ( 2) 1 8n(x,y)
Y2 - 1 + Y2 ( ) {' Y2 1 + Y2 ( ) {'n X,Y uy n X,Y uX

Modelling the refractive index field by:

J -brn(x,y)= 1-aeRO ,

(2.58)

(2.59)

where a = 11.115, b

expressed as:

13.816 and Ra
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(2.60)

Equation 2.60 governs the path of the light ray in the plasma and can be

solved using the 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical technique.

2.6.2 Results and Discussion

A numerical raytrace through the mathematically modelled plasma, for dif

ferent impact parameters, p, is given in figure 2.16. A similar raytrace,

covering a larger distance from the LPP, is given in figure 2.17. From these

figures the formation of the caustic region is evident. The caustic region

is the region, after the LPP, out of which all the rays have been refracted.

This region is the dark semi-circular region in figure 2.7(b) and figure 2.8(b).

With increasing distance from the plasma centre, L, the height of the caustic

region approaches the effective plasma radius (Ra = 59 Jlm). This radius is

reached at L ~ 30 mm. One would expect the error in Ra, due to the in

correct location of the object plane, to have an effect on the accuracy of the

RFD. If the refractive fringe plane imaged is within the caustic region of the

LPP, interference between refracted light rays will also affect the accuracy of

the RFD.

From figure 2.16 and figure 2.17 it is clear that the light rays, with small

impact parameters, are refracted the most. If these light rays are refracted

outside the field of view of the imaging system of the RFD, information

regarding the electron densities close to the target will be lost. For a finite

aperture size, this loss increases with increasing object distance.
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Figure 2.16: A numerical raytrace through the mathematically modelled LPP

for a distance up to 500 f-lm from the LPP centre.
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The RFD, in calculating the refraction angle, CY, makes the assumption that

the wavefront is planar at the object plane. To access the accuracy of this

assumption, the shape of the wavefront was numerically determined for dif

ferent object plane distances .. The wavefronts, plotted relative to the object

plane, are shown in figure 2.18. The curves in figure 2.18 represent the posi

tion of the wavefront when the OPL of the light rays are equal to the object

plane distance. A magnified representation of the wavefront at L = 30 mm

is given in figure 2.19. The refractive fringe positions at L = 30 mm are

shown in figure 2.19. These fringes were numerically derived by successively

raytracing through the LPP, incrementing p after each raytrace, to determine

where constructive and destructive interference occurred on the object plane.

Campbell adopted a different approach. The object plane was divided into

a number of cells and complex amplitude addition was used to deduce the

net relative intensity incident in each cell. The relative intensity distribution

was used to deduce the resultant fringe positions. The fringe positions at

L = 500 f-lm were found to be identical for both methods.

As expected, the separation between dark fringes in figure 2.19, is equal to

the wavelength of the Nitrogen probe laser (,\ = 337 nm). However, the

separation between the first dark fringe and the caustic region is only half

a wavelength. This separation is considered in the RFD .calculations that

follow.

From figure 2.19, it is evident that the planar wavefront assumption is more

accurate between dark fringes furthest from the caustic region. For a par

ticular L, one would thus expect the error in the RFD refraction angle to

decrease with increasing dark fringe separation number. From figure 2.18, it

is not immediately clear what effect L will have on the refraction angle for a

particular dark fringe separation number. One would expect the wavefront

curvature, for a particular dark fringe separation, to decrease with increasing
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L. The error in the refraction angle, for a particular dark fringe separation,

would thus decrease with increasing L. The positive distance values for the

wavefronts, in figure 2.18, are due to the object plane being inside the limiting

region of the caustic region.

From the numerically deduced refractive fringes for different L, the RFD

refraction angles were calculated from equation2.37. These angles are com

pared, in figure 2.20, to the numerically deduced refraction angles. As pre

dicted, for a particular L, the errors decrease with increasing dark fringe

separation number. For a particular dark fringe separation number, the er

rors decrease with increasing L, except for the first dark fringe separation.

The error in the RFD refraction angle, for the first dark fringe separation,

increases with increasing L. This can be attributed to the increase in the

separation between the caustic region and the first dark fringe with L, and

the subsequent deterioration of the planar wavefront approximation across

this region.

The numerically deduced fringe positions were used by the RFD to deter

mine the electron density profile of the mathematically modelled LPP. A

comparison between the calculated electron density profile and the theoret

ical profile, using the numerically determined values of the. refraction angle,

for different L, is given in figure 2.21. A similar comparison, using the RFD

calculated values of the refraction angle, is given in figure 2.22. The effect of

the refraction angle error for L = 30 mm, on the calculated electron density

profile, is given in figure 2.23. Approximately 30 dark fringes were used in

each comparison.

The effect of the object plane location on the accuracy of the RFD is evident

in figure 2.21. For L = 500 f-lm the effective plasma radius is underestimated

and the LPP is thought to be smaller than it actually is. The RFD thus
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interprets the refractive fringes to have originated from a region close to the

target plane. The increase in L from L = 500 J-Lm to L = 30 mm has a

dramatic effect on the calculated electron density region. With increasing L,

the error in the effective plasma radius decreases and the calculated electron

density regions span a wider region closer to the plasma boundary. The

over-estimation of the effective plasma radius (L > 30 mm) has a minor

effect on the accuracy of the RFD. If one extends the electron density profile

of L = 30 mm, one finds that the calculated profile crosses the theoretical

profile at a distance of 59 J-Lm from the plasma centre, i.e. the effective plasma

radius.

From figure 2.21, for L = 30 mm, the effect of the parabolic path assumption

of the light rays in the LPP is clearly visible. The error in the electron density

increases with increasing distance from the plasma boundary. This implies,

as previously mentioned, that the parabolic path assumption is only valid

for rays with large impact parameters, i.e. light rays which experience slight

refraction.

The addition of the planar wavefront approximation at the object plane,

has a significant effect on the accuracy of the RFD. From figure 2.22 and

figure 2.23 it is clear that the errors of the RFD electron densities increase,

especially in the regions near the plasma boundary. This is due, as previously

mentioned, to the increase in the calculated refraction angle error near the

plasma boundary. The lone data points in figure 2.22 and figure 2.23 are

due to the large errors in the calculated RFD refraction angle of the first

dark fringe separation. The theoretical and RFD electron densities differ by

approximately an order of magnitude.

Throughout the numerical investigation, the LPP was assumed to be spher

ically symmetric. The effect of non-spherical symmetry, on the accuracy of
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the RFD, was not investigated.

Campbell, in his numerical investigation of the accuracy of the revised RFD,

predicted that the location of the object plane would have an effect on Ro
and the calculated or. These, in turn, would affect the accuracy of the RFD.

However, his comparison was performed for L = 500 Jlm; a region where the

errors in Ro and or are large.

Ifone compares the experimental results of figure 2.11 and figure 2.12 with the

numerical comparison of figure 2.22, it appears that the experimental results

resemble the numerical results where the object plane is within the limiting

region of the caustic region, i.e. L = 500 /km. This is highlighted by the fact

that the last fringe shift, in figure 2.8(a), is detectable 200 Jlm from the target

implying Ro ~ 200 Jlm. The effective plasma radius, from figure 2.8(b), is

only 166 Jlm. The experimental comparison was thus performed in a region

where the errors in Ro and or are large and these errors greatly affect the

accuracy of the RFD. However, following the trend shown in figure 2.22,

the effect of the underestimation of the effective plasma radius would not

significantly change the conclusion of the experimental investigation, i.e. the

two diagnostics agree within an order of magnitude.

To determine the correct object plane distance, the technique suggested by

Campbell must be used. The LPP must be simultaneously imaged, at dif

ferent planes, to determine the limiting region of the caustic region. At this

point the radius of the caustic region will be equal to the effective plasma

radius.

A limitation on the applicability of the RFD exists. The RFD can only ,be

used for LPP with monotonically decreasing electron densities. The RFD

will not be able to accurately interpret the electron density profiles of LPP,
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produced with target irradiances of the order of 1015 W cm-2
, where electron

density profile steepening occurs due to radiation-pressure effects [Attwood

et al. (1978)].

2.7 Conclusion

The RFD, in determining the electron density profiles of LPP, was found to

over-estimate the electron densities by an order of magnitude. The position

of the object plane was found to be vital in order to minimise the RFD errors.

The assumptions made by the RFD, i.e. parabolic ray paths in the LPP and

planar wavefronts at the object plane, were found to be responsible for the

inaccuracies of the RFD electron densities. The effect of symmetry on the

accuracy of the LPP was not investigated. However, bearing in mind the

limitations of the RFD, the RFD is a useful diagnostic due to its simplicity,

i.e. it requires essentially one lens and one camera and the deconvolution of

electron densities is mathematically trivial.
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Chapter 3

The Pulsed Gas Lens

3.1 Introduction

With the recent success of the JET experiment in producing over one mega

watt of thermonuclear power [Jet Team (1992)], fusion has come a major

step closer to being a realistic source of energy. The impressive results ob

tained by the magnetic fusion community will undoubtedly benefit all types

of controlled fusion research. Just as there exist several types of fission power

stations, from the less than man size power plants on board satellites to the

gigawatt (GW) fast breeder reactors, so will there exist several types of fusion

reactors. Whilst the tokamak is a sensible choice as the central power gen

erator for a large industrial conglomeration, its minimum electrical output

(1 GW) makes it an inconvenient choice for less developed regions.

In the African context in particular, a laser fusion power station with its

variable output (100 MW < Pe < 1 GW) is a more appealing concept. It
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is not generally realised that laser-fusion break-even (thermonuclear power

out = electrical power in) could occur before the turn of the century. The

classified Halite-Centurion program has shown that a rp,diation drive in the

region of 10 MJ, produces a large (but undisclosed) thermonuclear yield. On

the basis of these and other results Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

hopes to be granted funds to build a Laser Microfusion Facility with a MJ

Neodymium glass laser as its driver, before 1999. The Japan Osaka team

are meanwhile confident that their 100 kJ "Gekko Upgrade" will approach

break-even in the nearer future.

A somewhat neglected question is: "Beyond break-even, beyond single pulse

yield, what optics 7"

All Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) reactor studies locate the optics many

meters from the target. This is because neutron and a particle damage cal

culations show that no solid state optical component (lens, frequency dou

bler/tripler or ,\/10 mirror surface) will resist the several shots per second

loading required for reactor operation. In one Los Alamos National Labora

tory conceptual design the first lens is 80 m from the target [Phipps (1989)].

Livermore Laboratories chose 10 m [Pitts (1985)] as do Basov et al. [Basov

et al. (1988)] at the Lebedev. It has been proposed [Michaelis et al. (1991a)]

that a pulsed gas lens (PGL) may help to overcome this problem, thereby

considerably reducing the size of a future ICF reactor. An attractive feature

of gas lenses is that they have a higher breakdown threshold than solid state

lenses, enabling higher energy laser beams to be focused.

In this chapter the feasibility of using a PGL as a focusing lens is investigated.

A proof-of-principle PGL design is presented and its performance and optical

quality are numerically investigated. In view of constructing this device

an experimental investigation into certain practical aspects of the PGL was
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performed on a beam deflection device [Buccellato et al. (1993a)]. The results

of this investigation are presented in this chapter. The experimental work

presented here is the continuation of the work started by Clemens Dempers, a .

member of the Plasma Physics Research Institute of the University of Natal.

He was responsible for designing and building the beam deflection device and

for doing some preliminary tests on it before leaving the project.

3.2 Pulsed Gas Lens Application

The first application envisaged for the PGL (and the only one seriously con

sidered in this chapter) is that of gas laser driven thermonuclear fusion. In

particular we consider the Hydrogen Flouride (HF) laser proposed at Los

Alamos Laboratory by Phipps [Phipps (1989)]. Whilst it is likely that ICF

will be demonstrated with the Nova upgrade solid state laser, relatively few

engineers envisage such a laser as a reactor driver. Nova can only fire a few

shots per day. Even with specially designed flash lamp shields the Nova up

grade will only improve on this by an order of magnitude. Gas lasers can be

far more economical and could be designed to fire at a high repetition rate.

A cursory examination of Phipps' proposed 170 M J HF laser system (fig

ure 3.1) shows it to consist of three main components: the laser head and

amplifiers, the pressure gradient interface (PGI) and the target chamber.

The function of the PGr is simply to isolate the target from the laser in such

a manner that the gas pressure is always below that at which plasma forms

and laser light is absorbed. The PGr essentially consists of a large number

of fast butterfly valves, opening onto a vacuum chamber so that the PGr

pressure rises from high vacuum to ~ bar over 80 m.
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The Laser Group at the University of Natal has suggested to the Los Alamos

group that the PGI could become a PGL [Michaelis et al. (1991a)]. The

butterfly valves would have to open fast enough to create an appropriate

density profile that would serve to focus the infra red light, without the 6 m

x 6 m single crystal NaCI segmented lens placed before the final amplifier.

This lens is one of the major capital items in the design.

There are other potential applications for the PGL and two possible applica

tions are briefly mentioned. The first is for X-ray lasers: X-ray lasers require

very high power optical lasers to drive them - just as some optical lasers

require high power flash lamps. Most X-ray lasers require the laser driver to

be line focused. As shorter X-ray wavelengths are realised, even higher laser

driver powers are required (100 TW). Pulsed gas lenses might be able to line

focus these ultra high powers without breakdown of the gas.

The second application is in satellite positioning and propulsion. NASA

and Strategic Defense Initiative Organization have a strong laser propulsion.

program [Kare (1987)]. However, the demands on the optical train will be

perhaps even more challenging than for laser driven fusion: 40 H z x 500 kJ

to launch a small satellite (20 kg). Thermal effects in the focusing optics

could be minimised by using a PGL.

3.3 Pulsed Gas Lens Principle

Hecht [Hecht (1989)] broadly defines a lens as a "refracting device that is used

to reshape (light) wavefronts in a controlled manner". This is convention

ally done by passing the light wavefront through one or several interfaces,

shaped in a particular manner, which separate two different homogeneous
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media. A homogeneous medium is one where the refractive index is constant

throughout the medium. The interaction of a plane light wavefront with a

bi-convex lens is shown in figure 3.2. The plane wavefront on interaction

with the spherical lens surface is refracted and converges to a point.

A further way of reshaping a light wavefront is by passing it through a cylin

drically shaped inhomogeneous medium where the refractive index only varies

radially, decreasing outwards in a prescribed fashion, from the optical axis.

The planar front as it propagates through the medium will change shape as

different portions of the wave will propagate at different speeds depending

on the refractive index.

This type of lens is termed a gradient index lens or GRIN lens and the PGL

is such a lens. In essence, a PGL is a type of Wood lens [Wood (1905)]. A

Wood lens is a plane parallel disk with a refractive index profile which varies

radially with the distance from the optical axis. Wood showed that a disk

of this nature can act as a converging or diverging lens depending on the

refractive index profile. If the refractive index profile is a decreasing function

of the radial dist.ance then the lens is a converging lens. If the refractive

index profile is an increasing function of the radial distance then the lens is a

diverging lens. His lens was manufactured out of gelatin. In a PGL; however,

one has a cylindrical region of gas with a smoothly decreasing radial density

profile as shown in figure 3.3. The density profile along the z-axis is constant.

The density of a neutral gas made up of species in constant ratio is related

to its refractive index by the Gladstone-Dale law:

n = 1 + kp,
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Figure 3.2: A plane light wavefront propagating through a bi-convex lens.
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Figure 3.3: The density field of a PGL.
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where p is the gas density and k is a constant characteristic of the gas con

cerned and of the wavelength of light interacting with the gas. Since the

refractive index and the density of a gas are linearly related, the radial re

fractive index profile of the PGL is of the same shape as the density profile

shown in figure 3.3.

The interaction of a plane light wavefront with a PGL is shown in figure 3.4.

The wavefront propagates faster at the edges than in the centre of a PGL

since the refractive index monotomically decreases from the centre. The

wavefront thus converges to a point.

The obvious question that arises is: what is the optimum density profile for

a point focus and how does one obtain a cylindrically symmetric region of

gas with such a profile?

Fletcher [Fletcher (1954)] showed that if a GRIN rod has a refractive index

profile given by:

n = no Sech(ay), (3.2)

where no and a are constants and y is the radial distance from the optical

axis, meridional light rays are sharply imaged.

Equation 3.2 can be expanded into the first two terms of a series of power

y2:

(3.3)
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Figure 3.4: A plane light wavefront propagating through a PGL.
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and approximated by:

(3.4)

It is possible to find an analytic solution for the light ray trajectories in a

PGL for the radial refractive index field given by equation 3.4. Since the

refractive index profile is radially symmetric about the optical axis of the

PGL, a slice in the y-z plane of the cylindrical region given in figure 3.3 is

only considered.

The ray path in a refractive index field, n, is given by the ray equation:

(3.5)

where s is the arc length measured along the ray from some arbitrary point

on it and r = r(s) is the vector function of the ray. If the ray trajectories

are almost parallel to the z-axis (figure 3.3) then ds ~ dz and equation 3.5

can be written as the paraxial ray equation:

(3.6)

where y = y(z) and n = n(y). Substituting equation 3.4 into equation 3.6:
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no (-ciy)
-n

rv -ciy, (3.7)

since no ~ 1. Solving equation 3.7 for the ray trajectories inside the PGL ,
n

given the initial conditions that the rays are parallel to the PGL axis when

they enter the PGL and that they enter with a height yo relative to the

central axis, one gets a harmonic solution with a period 2;:

y(z) = yo Cos(az), (3.8)

where z is the distance along the PGL axis. The light rays are thus focused

to a point.

The desired refractive index profile can be obtained by suddenly allowing

a cylinder of high pressure gas to expand radially, producing a smoothly

decreasing radial density profile symmetric about the length of the cylinder.

At some time after the initiation of the gas expansion, a refractive index

profile suitable for focusing will be obtained.

3.4 Proposed Pulsed Gas Lens Design

The cylindrical PGL design that has been proposed to the Los Alamos group

as a final optical element of a laser fusion system is shown in figure 3.5

[Michaelis et al. (1991a)].
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Figure 3.5: Proposed PGL design for Phipps' laser fusion system.
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It consists of a HF laser and a PGL separated by quasi-aerodynamic windows

(QAWD). A QAWD is a fast mechanical shutter. The PGL is pressurised by

high pressure pumps and venting of the PGL is obtained by fast butterfly

valves opening onto vacuum. The QAWD are needed to contain the gas. The

PGL could be designed to serve a triple purpose: first as the final focusing

lens; second as a nuclear and debris shield for the expensive oscillator optics

up-beam; and thirdly as the exhaust gas extraction system for the gas laser.

To test the feasibility of a PGL as a focusing element the Laser Group at

the University of Natal is planning in the near future to build and test a

single-shot cylindrical PGL. The proposed design for a single shot cylindrical

PGL is shown in figure 3.6.

It consists of a pipe, 3 m long and 0.6 m in diameter, which is closed at both

ends by a glass window. The PGL is pressurised to 8 bar and venting the

PGL is obtained by rupturing glass windows evenly spaced along the walls

of the pipe by exploding wires fixed to the glass. The wires are exploded by

discharging a capacitor bank through the wires to ground.

Such an opening of the PGL might degrade the focusing quality of the PGL

since the gas is constrained to expand through the slots in the pipe. The

radial symmetry of the refractive index profile required for focusing might be

destroyed.

An alternate design for the cylindrical PGL is to make the cylinder out of

thin mylar, closed at both ends by a glass window, with the same dimensions

as figure 3.6. The thickness of the mylar must be chosen so that at the

desired operating pressure the mylar is close to bursting. An even rupture of

the mylar can be obtained by having an explosive wire wrapped around the

mylar cylinder.
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Figure 3.6: Proposed single-shot PGL design.
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The choice of the gas used to pressurise the PGL is important. A gas with

a low condensation and sublimation temperature and a low light absorbency

at the wavelength of the laser light used, is needed. For the proof-of-principle

design carbon dioxide gas is adequate.

The focal length of the proposed PGL can be estimated using the graded

index formula. The graded index formula assumes the refractive index profile

to be linear, decreasing radially from the centre of the PGL.

The lens aspect ratio is:

I
- = 10.
r

(3.9)

For CO 2 depressurised from 8 bar to atmospheric pressure the maximum

change of the refractive index is:

Using the graded index formula to approximate the deflection:

I
() = - X ~n ~ 2.9 X 10-2 radians,

r

the focal length is thus:

f
r 0.3

= e= 2.9 x 10-2 ~ 10 m.
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This focal distance is inline with previously mentioned currently used focal

distances in laser fusion experiments. The above method is an inaccurate

method of determining the focal distance of the PGL. A more thorough

method is needed.

3.5 Theoretical Simulation of the Proposed

Pulsed Gas Lens

To simulate the operation of the proposed PGL to determine the time that

focusing is achieved after the PGL is exploded, the associated focusing dis

tance and the optical quality of the focus; one needs to numerically simulate

the time evolution of the density structure inside the PGL and numerical

raytrace through the resultant density profiles.

3.5.1 Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics

Richardson [Richardson (1910)] was one of the first persons to apply a numer

ical method to solve a physical problem characterised by partial differential

equations. Using a human computer he determined the stresses in a masonry

dam. Thorn [Thorn (1933)] presented one of the earliest numerical solutions

for the partial differential equations governing viscous fluid dynamics. He

modeled the flow past a circular cylinder at low speeds. With the advent of

electronic computers numerous methods have been developed to solve fluid

dynamic problems. Roache [Roache (1985)] gives a detailed account of the

historical development and the different numerical methods in fluid dynam-

lCS.
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Supersonic compressible flow is governed by a set of hyperbolic equations.

Courant et al. [Courant et al. (1928)] published a paper on the numerical

treatment of these equations using the method of characteristics. The basic

theory and numerical procedures of this method are outlined by Shapiro

[Shapiro (1954)]. These equations can also be solved by Lagrangian methods

[Fromm (1961)] where the motion of individual particles is traced.

For problems in two dimensions Eulerian methods, where the fluid flows

through a space-fixed reference mesh, are generally preferable. A problem

associated with Eulerian methods arises with the treatment of shock waves.

The mesh spacing must be smaller than the shock thickness or else oscillations

develop which destroy the accuracy of the method. This problem also applies

to Lagrangian meshes and was pointed out by Courant et al. [Courant et al.

(1928)].

A common method employed to deal with this problem is to smear out the

shock over several computational cells by introducing artificial dissipation.

This may be done implicitly or explicitly. The solution away from the shock

is not affected by this method. Von Neummann and Richtmyer [Von Neum

mann and Richtmyer (1950)] proposed an explicit artificial dissipation scheme

where the viscosity coefficient is proportional to the squa:re of the velocity

gradient. Instead of using explicit viscosities, implicit dissipation terms in

herent in conservative finite difference methods employed to solve the inviscid

gas dynamic equations, may be sufficient to smear out the shocks.

Roache [Roache (1972)] pointed out that the Von Neumann and Richtmyer

explicit artificial viscosity term was a second order truncation error similar

to that obtained implicitly due to the truncation error of the finite differ

ence equations employed. Certain methods require both implicit and ex

plicit shock smearing dissipation terms to achieve stability for particular
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conditions.

A method as an alternate to smearing the shock over several computational

cells was proposed by Moretti and Abbett [Moretti and Abbett (1966)]. This

shock fitting technique has only been useful in modeling simple transonic

flows.

Courant and Friedrichs [Courant and Friedrichs (1948)] presented the invis

cid compressible flow equations in conservation form and Lax [Lax (1954)]

presented the first finite difference scheme to solve these equations. Further

finite difference schemes have been developed to solve these equations and

a comparison between these different methods on a one-dimensional shock

tube problem was performed by Sod [Sod (1978)].

The numerical method employed to model the PGL operation is the Fluid

in Cell (FLIC) method of Gentry et al. [Gentry et al. (1966)]. This is an

Eulerian finite difference scheme which uses an explicit artificial viscosity

term to enable the automatic treatment of shocks.

Fluid in Cell Differencing Scheme

The FLIC Scheme of Gentry et al. [Gentry et al. (1966)] is an Eulerian

finite difference method which solves the time dependent equations of motion

for unsteady compressible fluid flow problems. The fluid flow equations in

conservation form (in cylindrical co-ordinates with radial symmetry for two

space dimensions) for an inviscid gas where body forces are absent and heat

transfer phenomena are neglected are:

conservation of mass:
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8p 1 8 8- + --(r pv) + -(pu) = 0,
8t r8r 8z

conservation of momentum:

8(pu) 1 8 8 2-- + --(pU vr) + -(pu + p) = °
8t r 8r 8z

8(pv) 8 pv2 8 2
--+-(pUV)+-+-(pV +p) =0,

8t 8z r 8r

conservation of energy:

81 +v81 +v81 = _~(~8(vr) + 8u).
8t 8r 8z p r 8r 8z

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

The FLIC method is similar to the Particle in Cell (PlC) method of Evans

and Harlow [Evans and Harlow (1957)]. The PlC method uses Lagrangian

fluid particles to transport mass, momentum and energy through an Eulerian

mesh of cells. The FLIC method uses similar difference equations as the PlC

method but uses a different transport calculation not based on individual

particles. The FLIC method uses an upwind differencing method. A detailed

description of this method is given by Roache [Roache (1985)].

The FLIC method subdivides the flowfield into a mesh of cells. Each cell

is given initial values of density, velocity and pressure. Specific internal en

ergy for each cell is calculated using equation A.7 . New values for density,

velocity, pressure and specific internal energy, for each cell, are calculated

for a time increment M. The acceleration caused by the pressure gradients
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are used to calculate intermediate values of velocity and specific internal en

ergy for each cell. Using these values mass flow across the cell boundaries

in the time increment 8t is calculated. Assuming that this mass flow carries

momentum and energy corresponding to intermediate values of velocity and

specific internal energy of the donor cell, the flow of momentum and energy is

computed. Conservation of mass, momentum and energy are used to calcu

late the final values of velocity, density, pressure and specific internal energy

in each cell, for the time increment 8t. This process is repeated until one

arrives at the desired time. A full description of the FLIC method, including

the computational mesh, difference equations and boundary conditions are

given in Appendix A.

The accuracy of the FLIC method has been determined by several workers.

Butler [Butler (1966)] computed the interaction of plane shocks with rect

angular objects and blunt bodies and found that the simulated results were

consistent with experimental results. Meintjies [Meintjies (1975)] studied the

flow dynamics inside an expansion tube. He found that the FLIC method

accurately modeled the propagation of the rarefraetion wave inside a shock

tube. Further applications of the FLIC method are given by Harlow and

Amsden [Harlow and Amsden (1970)].

3.5.2 Pulsed Gas Lens Simulation

The FLIC FORTRAN code of Meintjies [Meintjies (1975)], optimized for

better efficiency and modified for the PGL geometry, was used to model the

radial expansion of a cylinder of high pressure gas into a surrounding region

at atmospheric pressure. The computational mesh is given in figure 3.7. Due

to the radial symmetry about the optical axis (z axis), a slice in the y-z plane

is only considered.
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The computational mesh is a cylindrical co-ordinate system which consists

of 100 x 300 cells. Each cell is in the shape of a rectangular torus with

dimensions given by equations A.4 to A.6. The boundary conditions are

set by fictitious cells which enclose the interior cells. Boundaries 1, 2 and

3 are closed allowing the gas only to expand out the computational mesh

through the open boundary 4. Cells 2 to 154, in the radial direction, model

the conditions inside the cylinder of gas while cells 155 to 299 model the

conditions outside the cylinder of gas. The gas expansion outside the cylinder

is constrained to expand only radially by boundaries 2 and 3. The flow

variables will thus vary radially but will be constant along the length of the

cylinder.

The cylinder of gas is pressurised with carbon dioxide gas and it is assumed

that the gas expands into a region of carbon dioxide gas at atmospheric pres

sure. This problem is analogous to a one-dimensional shock tube problem.

A one-dimensional shock tube showing the different features inside the tube,

for an ideal gas, is shown in figure 3.8.

The high pressure region in the shock tube is separated from the low pressure

region by a diaphragm. When the diaphragm is ruptured, a compression

wave propagates into the low pressure gas (region 1). This compression wave

quickly steepens to produce a shock front. As the gas expands into region 1

an emptying wave or rarefraetion wave propagates into the high pressure gas

(region 4) at the speed of sound in the high pressure gas. A contact surface

between the high pressure gas and the low pressure gas is formed during the

gas expansion (between regions 2 and 3) and this follows the shock front.

Computed radial density, pressure and temperature curves for different times

after the start of gas expansion, for the proposed PGL initially pressurised

to 8 bar and for a PGL initially pressurised to 3 bar, are shown in fig-
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ures 3.9 to 3.14. These curves were computed for 8z = 3 cm, 8y = 2 mm and

8t = 2.5 IlS. Explicit artificial viscosity (K = 0.5 and B = 0.5) was used to

stabilise the solution by smearing the shock front over several computational

cells.

The shock front propagating into region 1 is characterised by a sharp increase

in pressure, temperature and density. The shock front weakens as it propa

gates into region 1. The contact region between the high pressure and low

pressure gas can be divided into two separate regions: the region between

the contact surface and the shock front (region 2) and the region between

the rarefraction tail and the contact surface (region 3). As the contact region

propagates behind the shock front, this region increases in size and the flow

variables, which are relatively constant in their respective regions, decrease

in magnitude. The temperature in region 2 is higher than the temperature in

region 1. This region has been heated by the propagating shock front. The

temperature in region 3 is lower than the temperature in regions 1, 2 and 4.

This low temperature is due to the adiabatic expansion that the gas in this

region has experienced. The density in region 3 is higher than the density

in region 2. This is due to the temperature in region 2 being greater than

the temperature in region 3 while the pressure is relatively constant through

out the contact region. The rarefraction wave propagating into region 4 is

characterised by an increase in the flow variables from regions 3 to 4.

The sharp increase in the flow variables near the exit of the flow field (y =
0.6 m) at late times is due to reflections from the output boundary 4. These

reflection do not affect the solution inside the cylinder which is the region of

interest for focusing.

The overall stability and the performance of the numerical simulation is de

termined by the Courant number (C) [Courant et al. (1928)] which is given
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Figure 3.9: Time evolution of density profiles inside an expanding gas cylin

der, 0.6 m in diameter and pressurised to 8 bar.
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by:

8t
C = (I u I +c) by ::; 1, (3.17)

where u is the fluid velocity and c is the sound speed in the fluid. The Courant

number stipulates that in a time step 8t, the disturbance cannot travel greater

than a distance by. For the above simulation with initial pressure of 8 bar

the maximum Courant number in the radial direction for 8t = 2.5 f1S and

by = 2 mm is C = 0.48.

From figures 3.9 to 3.14 it is evident that the rarefraction wave speed is the

same for both pressure ratios. The rarefraction wave speed is given by the

sound speed in the gas.

The speed of sound in an ideal gas is given by:

c = -j,RT, (3.18)

where, is the ratio of specific heats of the gas, R is the gas constant specific

to the gas, and T is the temperature of the gas in Kelvin.

From equation 3.18, the speed of the rarefraction wave, for a particular gas, is

only dependent on temperature. In the FLIC simulation of the gas expansion,

the initial temperature inside the gas cylinder was assumed to be equal to

the temperature of the surrounding atmospheric region (T = 300 K). From

figure 3.11 and 3.14 it is evident that the rarefraction wave head, before

reaching the centre of the cylinder, only sees a temperature of 300 K. This
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results in the rarefraction wave speeds being equal and constant for the two

different pressure ratios.

The speed of sound in carbon dioxide at T = 300 K is:

c V1.3 x 189 x 300

271.5 ms-I.

From figure 3.9 the rarefraction wave takes approximately 1 ms to travel the

0.3 m to the centre of the gas cylinder. This corresponds to a velocity of

300 ms-I. The error in the simulated velocity is 10.5 %.

For the expansion of the gas cylinder initially pressurised to 8 bar, the min

imum temperature reached is approximately - 75° C, corresponding to a

pressure of approximately 140 kPa. If one considers the phase diagram for

carbon dioxide (triple point at 517.6 kPa and -56.6° C), no condensation

or sublimation will occur in the cylinder during the expansion.

It is important to note that the computed gas expansion has assumed that

the physical restriction, which contained the gas inside the cylinder, is instan

taneously removed. This is not practically possible since there will always

be a finite time before the restriction is removed. This will have an effect on

the gas expansion.

The computed density profiles can be converted to refractive index profiles

by using equation 3.1. The refractive index of carbon dioxide at standard

temperature and pressure for sodium light is 1.00045. The density of carbon

dioxide at 101 kPa is 1.957 kgm-3
. From equation 3.1 the value of k is
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thus 2.30 x 10-4 m 3 kg-1 • The density profiles of figure 3.9 and figure 3.12

are converted to refractive index profiles by using equation 3.1 and are given

in figure 3.15 and figure 3.16. The region inside the cylinder has only been

shown since this is the only region of interest for lensing. The value of k

is. specific for sodium light. Dispersion effects on k due to light of different

wavelengths is neglected.

In section 3.3 it was stated that if laser light is incident on a cylinder of gas

with a radial refractive index profile given by equation 3.2 and constant along

the length of the cylinder, the light will be focused to a point. If one examines

the refractive index profiles of figure 3.15 and figure 3.16, it is evident that

a profile similar in shape to that described by equation 3.2 exists when the

rarefraction wave reaches the centre of the gas cylinder (t ~ 1 ms). This

similarity is restricted to a short distance (:::; 3 mm) from the centre of the

gas cylinder. The PGL diameter will thus have to be apertured down so that

the region suitable for focusing is only selected.

The focal length of a 3 m long PGL, 30 cm in radius and pressurised to 8 bar

was calculated in. section 3.4 to be 10 m. The refractive index profile was

assumed to be linear. From figure 3.15, considering the refractive index at

t = 1 ms, it is clear that the focal length calculated is inaccurate since the

refractive index profile is by no means linear over the whole radius of the

cylinder.

To compute the optimum focal length and focal quality of the PGL, one needs

to numerically raytrace through the computed radial refractive index profiles

of the PGL, for the different times after the initiation of gas expansion.

This is performed by solving the paraxial ray equation (equation 3.6), using

the 4th order Runge-Kutte numerical technique, for the rays propagating

through the PGL. To show the light ray paths through the PGL, a raytrace
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through a slice in the y-z plane of the PGL is adequate. However, to evaluate

a three-dimensional intensity distribution of the focus one has to raytrace

through the whole cylindrical PGL. This is performed by raytracing an initial

random mesh of rays through the PGL and performing a histogram of the

ray positions in the focal plane. The above method and computer code,

to determine the three-dimensional intensity distribution of the focus, was

developed by Lisi to determine the focal quality of a spinning pipe gas lens

[Lisi et al. (1993a)].

The accuracy of the raytracing technique was determined by comparing the

focal length obtained by numerically raytracing through a radial refractive

index given by equation 3.4 (a = 0.467), for a lens 3 m in length and 10 cm

in diameter, assuming that ~ ~ 1; with the focal length obtained from the

analytical solution of the ray path inside the lens given by equation 3.8. For

the numerical raytrace, with a step size of 100 flm, the focal length of the

lens is 0.36702 m from the end of the lens. For the analytic solution, the focal

length of the lens is 0.36712453 m from the end of the lens. The numerical

raytraced value is accurate to the third decimal place. If the numerical step

size is reduced to 1 flm the focal length is 0.36712350 m. This result is

accurate to the fifth decimal place.

A numerical raytrace was performed through the refractive index profiles of

the proposed PGL given in figure 3.15 (8 bar pressure) for a lens 1.5 m in

length. A step size of 100 flm was used to reduce the computational time.

The ray paths through the lens for different times after the initiation of gas

expansion are given in figures 3.17 to 3.19. The PGL proposed in section 3.4

was 3 m long. For such a lens focusing is achieved inside the PGL. The

length of the proposed PGL was thus reduced to 1.5 m.

From figures 3.17 to 3.19 it is evident that the PGL produces a sharp ring
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focus. The diameter and position of this ring focus, together with the opti

cal diameter of the lens, is dependent on the time that laser light is passed

through the PGL after the initiation of gas expansion. The optical diame

ter of the lens is defined as the lens diameter that produces an acceptable

focus. An acceptable focus is a focus which contains a high percentage of

the initial laser beam energy. If one defocuses the ring focus, the PGL at

t = 1.025 ms, apertured down to 5 cm in diameter, has a focal length of

20 cm (measured from the end of the 1.5 m long PGL) and a full width half

maximum (FWHM) focal spot diameter of 550 Ilm. A three-dimensional

relative intensity distribution of the focus is given in figure 3.20. The region

depicted in figure 3.20 contains 99 % of the initial laser beam energy.

A problem associated with previous gas lenses, e.g. the spinning pipe gas

lens [Notcutt et al. (1988)], is their scalability. Convection currents in large

diameter spinning pipe gas lenses reduce the optical quality of the lens. An

important feature of the simulated PGL is that it is scaleable.

If the diameter of the PGL is increased, the radial region suitable for focusing

is also increased. A numerical raytrace through the radial refractive index

field at 2.02 ms after the initiation of gas expansion for a PGL 1.5 m long,

1.2 m in diameter and pressurised to 8 bar is given in figure 3.21. A three

dimensional relative intensity distribution of the focus for the PGL apertured

down to 10 cm in diameter is given in figure 3.22. The PGL has a focal length

of 3.55 m from the end of the lens and a focal spot diameter (FWHM) of

approximately 500 Ilm. The region depicted in figure 3.22 contains 88 % of

the initial laser beam energy.

The focal length, optical diameter and focal spot diameter of the PGL are

also dependent on the length of the PGL and the initial pressure inside the

PGL. These two parameters effect the amount of refraction experienced by
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the light propagating in the PGL.

If one decreases the initial pressure inside the PGL, the radial refractive

index gradients will decrease, resulting in the light propagating through the

PGL experiencing less refraction. This decrease in gradient is evident if one

compares figure 3.15 and 3.16. A decrease in refraction will result ina longer

focal length and will have an effect on the optical lens diameter and focal

spot diameter.

If one reduces the length of the PGL one reduces the amount of refraction the

light propagating through the radial refractive index will experience. This

will reduce the focal length of the PGL and will have an effect on the optical

diameter and focal spot diameter of the lens.

In designing a PGL the length and diameter of the PGL, together with

the initial pressure ratios, have to be chosen so as to give the desired lens

optical diameter, focal spot size and focal length. If one has control over the

initiation of the gas expansion and resultant flow (i.e. by fast valves), then

one may be able to shape the refractive index profile to a shape better suited

to maximise the lens optical diameter and minimise the focal spot diameter,

for a particular focal length. This is beyond the scope of this work.

The above simulation of the performance of the proposed PGL as a focusing

lens has shown that the PGL will act as a focusing element. It has shown that

the optical diameter is small in comparison with the physical PGL diameter

and that a sharp focus will be obtained. In the simulation several assump

tions have been made which could have an effect on the lensing properties of

the PGL:

• the gas has been assumed to be ideal
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• the gas has assumed to be inviscid

• the gas expansion has been assumed to have been instantaneously ini

tiated and unimpeded.

To accurately characterise the performance of the PGL as a focusing element

and to test the accuracy of the numerical simulation of its performance, a

PGL has to be built and tested. This will be performed in the near future

by the Laser Group of the University of Natal.

3.6 Pulsed Refraction Experiment

To investigate certain practical aspects of the proposed PGL design, laser

beam deflection studies were performed on a beam deflection device. A

diagram of the gas-dynamic beam deflection device is given in figure 3.23.

The concept is as follows: a rectangular slab of high pressure, high density,

high refractive index gas is contained inside a rectangular metal box with

a long rectangular window on top of the box and two optical slit apertures

on either side of the box. The long window is opened allowing a plane

rarefraction wave to propagate back towards the lower wall of the box. If a

laser beam is directed through the box, it will be refracted by the propagating

rarefraction wave. The beam deflection device can be seen as a slice in the

y-z plane of the proposed PGL (figure 3.3).

The main engineering problem encountered in the proposed proof-of-principle

PGL design was the opening mechanism of the gas chamber. The beam

deflection device was used to develop a suitable opening mechanism.
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The rarefraction wave propagates at the speed of sound in the gas, reaching

the· rear wall at time t = 1:. Thus, for a 30 cm deep box, assuming c ~
c

300 ms the rarefraction wave will take approximately 1 ms to reach the

rear wall of the box. To obtain a refractive index profile suitable for beam

deflection, the window must be opened in a fraction of the time that the

rarefraction wav~ takes to travel to the rear wall of the box (~ 0.1 ms).

Commercial gate valves could not be used since they operate at least two

orders of magnitude slower and only into vacuum. After considering many

options on the window opening mechanism, shattering a 3 mm thick glass

slide was chosen. Shattering the glass slide by over-pressurising the chamber

resulted in a non-uniform and slow opening of the window. (The box is

topped with a wooden structure to contain the glass fragments and the glass

is held in position with a clamp and two rubber gaskets). To overcome the

problem of slow opening, a 1 mm perspex flat was placed over the glass. A

copper wire was placed between the glass and the perspex flat and connected

to a 2 kJ capacitor bank. The box was pressurised to just below glass rupture

point (~ 4 bar ) and the exploding wire detonated. Fast opening of the

window was obtained.

In developing the opening mechanism a further problem was encountered.

Initially the chamber was pressurised with air, but on shattering of the glass

window and subsequent depressurisation of the chamber, the laser beam dis

appeared and did not reappear for several seconds. It is estimated that

adiabatic expansion from 4 bar lowers the temperature to approximately

-600 C, which is well below the condensation temperature of air. A TV

camera placed in front of the box showed that the PGL was behaving as

a cloud chamber, water vapour in the air condensing to micro droplets. A

white cloud was seen escaping out of the top of the box. Shortly before the

beam re-appeared, the laser path was evidenced by scattered red light in

side the box. This problem was solved by pressurising the chamber with dry
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carbon dioxide gas which has a condensation temperature lower than that of

moist air.

To summarise, successful operation requires:

• rapid and complete opening of the window to obtain a steep density

profile needed for deflection.

• choice of a gas with a high refractive index for maximum deflection and

low condensation temperature.

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in figure 3.24. A Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser

beam (1 cm in diameter) was directed through the beam deflection device,

5 cm below the glass slide, onto a vertical photo-diode array. This array

consisted of 10 photo-diodes spaced 1 cm apart. The photo-diodes were

configured in an on/off mode i.e. to output a 5 V volt pulse only when light

was incident on them. The laser beam was positioned 1 cm above the first

photo-diode.

The chamber was pressurised with carbon dioxide gas to 4 bar and the glass

window was opened by closing switch SI, exploding the zigzag wire and

shattering the glass slide. The HeNe beam was deflected down the photo

diode array and their on/off states were recorded by digital oscilloscopes.
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3.6.2 Results

Typical oscilloscope traces are shown in figure 3.25. After shattering the glass

window, the HeNe beam deflected down through the first photo-diode (not

shown in figure 3.25), triggering the oscilloscopes. Approximately 0.6 ms

after the oscilloscopes were triggered, the beam passed through the second

photo-diode (2 mrad downward deflection) and ~ 0.4 ms later, the beam

passed through the third photo-diode '(3 mrad downward deflection). No

signal was observed on the fourth photo-diode.

The deflections of the laser beam observed after 2 ms are possibly due to

the gas flow inside the chamber after the rarefraction wave reaches the rear

wall of the box. A further possibility is the smearing of the 1 cm in diameter

HeNe laser beam during deflection, resulting in the beam intensity being

below that required to trigger the photo-diodes.

The beam deflection results were not reproducible from shot to shot. This

was due to the difficulty in repeating the opening conditions of the chamber

by the method of shattering the glass window.

3.6.3 Beam Defection Device Simulation

The FLIC computational scheme used to simulate the cylindrical PGL op

eration in section 3.5.2 was used to simulate the beam deflection device op

eration. The computational mesh is given in figure 3.26. The mesh is a

cartesian co-ordinate system of cells where each cell is a right parallelepiped

with dimensions given by equations A.I to A.3. Boundaries 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6

are closed, allowing the gas only to expand out the device through the open
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boundary 5. Cells 2 to 150, in the y direction, model the conditions inside

the device while cells 151 to 300 model the conditions outside the device.

The computational mesh represents half the beam deflection device. It is

assumed that the two halves are mirror images of each other.

The beam deflection device is pressurised with carbon dioxide gas to 4 bar.

The diaphragm, containing the high pressure gas inside the device, is in

stantaneously removed and the gas is assumed to expand into a region of

carbon dioxide gas at atmospheric pressure. A three dimensional plot of the

refractive index within the device, 0.75 ms after initiation of gas expansion,

is given in figure 3.27. Two rarefraction waves are evident: one wave prop

agates down to the rear wall of the device while a second wave propagates

sideways to the enclosed side wall of the device. Vortex action around the

flow corner of the device (y=0.3 m, z=0.5 m) is evident.

The laser beam entering the chamber at y = 0.25 m expenences mmor

refraction in the enclosed region of the device (z < 0.5 m) since the refractive

index gradients, perpendicular to the laser beam, are small. Major refraction

is experienced by the laser beam in the open region of the device (z >

0.5 m). A time evolution of the refractive index profiles within the chamber

for z = 0.9 m are given in figure 3.28. The observed features; the propagating

rarefraction wave, contact surface and shock wave, are similar to those seen in

figures 3.9 and 3.12. The oscillations at the shock front are due to no explicit

artificial viscosity terms (K = 0, B = 0) being used in the simulation. The

above curves were computed for bz = 1 cm, by = 2 mm and 5t = 2.5 f.LS.

Laser beam deflection commences when the rarefraction wave traverses the

initial laser beam position (y = 0.25 m). From figure 3.28 this occurs approx

imately 0.18 ms after the initiation of gas expansion. Maximum deflection is

obtained when the refractive index gradient reaches a maximum at the initial
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laser beam position. This occurs approximately 0.2 ms after the initiation

of gas expansion. The refractive index profile at this time is approximately

linear and the graded index formula (equation 3.11) can be used to estimate

the deflection of the laser beam. The deflection is 15 mrad. This corre

sponds to a downward deflection of 15 cm over 10 m. At 1 ms the refractive

index gradient at y =0.25 m is approximately 0, thus no significant beam

deflection will occur.

\iVhen comparing the simulated and experimentally measured laser beam de

flection, it is important to note that the timing of the simulated data is

relative to the initiation of gas expansion, while the timing of the experimen

tal data is relative to the triggering of the first photo-diode which is 1 cm

below the initial undeflected beam.

Considering this timing difference, the simulated and the experimental laser

beam deflections, do not agree. The maximum measured deflection of 3 cm

occurred at 1 ms while the maximum simulated deflection of 15 cm occurred

at 0.2 ms.

This leads one to conclude that the initiation of the gas expansion by ruptur

ing the glass is not instantaneous and uniform, over the length of the window,

as assumed in the simulation and that this does have an effect on the expan

sion of the gas. For a non-instantaneous opening, the beam deflection device

will empty at a slower rate and the refractive index gradients will not be as

steep as in an instantaneous opening.

There are two possible solutions to circumvent this problem. Firstly, the

opening of the beam deflection device can be incorporated into the simulation

to obtain a more accurate model of the system.. If one assumes that the

glass slide does not shatter, but moves as a whole, the glass slide can be
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incorporated into the computer code as a closed boundary. The position of

this boundary, at each time step of the calculation cycle, would be determined

from the pressure acting on the glass slide. The gas would expand out the

device through the side boundaries, opened by the moving closed boundary.

To simulate a non-uniform opening, over the whole length of the window,

some of the cells making up the closed boundary could be opened. This

would allow gas expansion vertically and laterally which is more realistic.

Secondly, the method of initiating the gas expansion can be modified to be

more uniform and instantaneous to match the performed simulations. A

possible solution could be the method used in shock tubes: to use a material

like mylar instead of glass, pressurise it near to breakpoint and shattering

the mylar using an exploding wire [Perry and Kantrowitz (1951)].

3.7 Conclusion

The computer simulations of the proposed proof-of-principle PGL have shown

that the PGL can be used as a focusing lens if the initiation of gas expan

sion is instantaneous and that the gas flow is not impeded by the physical

construction of the PGL. An experiment performed on a beam deflection

device showed that the proposed opening mechanism is not instantaneous as

assumed in the simulation. The opening mechanism of the PGL has to be

modified to decrease the opening time. The opening process must be incor

porated into the computer simulation to obtain a better model for the PGL

operation and lensing properties.
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Chapter 4

The Colliding Shock Lens

4.1 Introduction

Gas lenses have traditionally been continuous wave devices. The concept of

pulsed gas lenses, where an inhomogeneous gas medium momentarily focuses

laser light, offers many potential applications: optical switches and optical

isolators to name but a few. The Pulsed Gas Lens (PGL), presented in Chap

ter 3, was designed to focus large diameter laser beams and consequently it is

a bulky device. A small, robust and portable pulsed gas lens, capable of fo

cusing small diameter laser beams which are commonly found in commercial

lasers, would have vast industrial and research applications.

In the experiment described in this chapter [Buccellato et al. (1993b)] a

pulsed gas lens, using converging shock waves, is presented: the Colliding

Shock Lens (CSL). The formation of the lensing region and the lensing prop

erties of the CSL were investigated using the Refractive Fringe Diagnostic
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(RFD). A numerical simulation of the CSL was performed to model the be

haviour of the lens. Future development and applications of the CSL are

discussed.

4.2 Converging Shock Waves: a brief histor-

ical review

The converging shock wave problem has received a great deal of interest, both

theoretically and experimentally. The interest in converging shock waves lies

in the localised region of high density, pressure and temperature obtained

on implosion. This region has offered a number of applications in the fields

of applied physics and engineering e.g. thermonuclear fusion and material

sCIence.

4.2.1 Theoretical Review

The first analytical solution for the converging cylindrical and spherical shock

wave problem, for ideal gases, was presented by Guderley [Guderley (1942)].

This was followed by the solutions of Butler [Butler (1954)] and Stanyukovich

[Stanyukovich (1960)]. In these self-similar solutions, the flow variables do

not depend on position and time independently. They depend on a par

ticular combination of them. Due to the requirement of no characteristic

length and infinitely strong shock waves, the applicability of these solutions

are limited to the region near the implosion centre. The similarity solution

models the asymptotic nature of all converging shock waves irrespective of

their generation.
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Lee [Lee (1967)] extended the self-similar solution to include the finite stren

gth of the shock wave, for earlier times, in the implosion process. His quasi

similar solution asymptotically approaches the self-similar solution on con

vergence. However, this solution is still restricted to a small region near the

implosion centre.

Bach and Lee [Bach and Lee (1969)] presented an analytic solution for the

initial stages of convergence for a spherical and cylindrical shock wave gen

erated by the uniform and instantaneous energy deposition at a spherical or

cylindrical surface. This solution is restricted to small distances from the

shock wave formation surface.

To accurately model the converging shock wave process, a numerical solution

is needed to solve the time dependent equations of motion governing the flow

process. Various numerical solutions have been presented which model this

process for different methods of shock wave formation.

The cylindrical shock tube has been widely used in numerical models as

a method of producing converging cylindrical shock waves. A diaphragm

separates a cylindrical region of stationary high pressure gas from a central

cylindrical region of stationary low pressure gas. When the diaphragm is

instantaneously removed, a converging shock wave is produced. After con

vergence, a reflected diverging shock wave is formed.

Payne [Payne (1957)] used the finite difference method of Lax to model this

process (a detailed description of the different types of finite difference meth

ods is given by Roach [Roach (1985)]). Lapidus [Lapidus (1971)], using a

Cartesian method in two-space dimensions, and Abarbanel and Goldberg

[Abarbanel and Goldberg (1972)], using the Lax-Wendroff finite difference

method, concluded that the simulation of Payne did not accurately model
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the shock wave speed. Sod [Sod (1977)] proposed the random choice method

of Glimm [Glimm (1965)] with operator splitting. The results obtained were

in general agreement with those obtained by Payne, Lapidus, and Abarbanel

and Goldberg: However, the time of arrival of the converging shock wave

at the implosion centre was only in agreement with that of Abarbanel and

Goldberg. An advantage of this method was the sharpness of the shock

front and contact discontinuity obtained. The previous methods lacked this

feature. Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz [Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz (1986)] employed

a second order upwind differencing scheme to simulate this process. Their

results were in agreement with those of Abarbanel and Goldberg and Sod.

Recently, Srivastava et al. [Srivastava et al. (1992)] have employed the finite

difference scheme of Rusanov to model the flow of cylindrical and spherical

shock waves generated by large initial pressure ratios. Previous methods only

considered moderate initial pressure differences.

Instantaneous energy deposition on a spherical or cylindrical surface has also

been used in numerical simulations of converging shock waves as a method

of shock wave generation. This has been achiev~d by coating cylindrical or

spherical surfaces with explosives. On detonation a converging shock wave

is produced. A reflected diverging shock wave is formed after shock wave

convergence.

Matsuo has applied different numerical methods to model cylindrical con

verging shock waves produced in this fashion. The solution obtained using

the method of integral relations [Matsuo (1979)] matched the solution of

Bach and Lee near the cylindrical surface and was smoothly continuous to

Guderley's solution near the implosion centre. The self-similar limit of Gud

erley, on implosion, was not reached. A problem associated with the method

of integral relations was the deterioration of the convergence of the method

near the vicinity of the implosion centre.
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The method of characteristics and the random choice method [Matsuo (1988)]

were found to model the convergence process accurately. The solution ap

proached the self-similar limit of Guderley on implosion and Guderley's self

similar solution was found to hold near the vicinity of implosion, but only

for a small distance behind the shock front. The self-similar distribution of

particle velocity was found to be accurate for a large region behind the shock

front.

Several finite difference methods with explicit artificial viscosity were tested

[Matsuo (1988)] to model the converging shock wave process. The second

order MacCormack scheme was found give the best results. However, no

indication of the different types of schemes tested is given. The results com

pared favourably with those obtained with the method of characteristics and

the random choice method except for the region near the implosion cen

tre. The artificial viscosity term which was needed to stabilize the solution,

smeared the shock front near the implosion centre.

In view of the accuracy obtained with the random choice method in modeling

the converging shock wave process, this method was used to model the re

flected divergent shock wave obtained after shock wave convergence [Matsuo

(1990)]. The results obtained compared favourably with experimental results

and highlighted the credibility of the numerical method.

The problem of converging spherical shock waves has been dealt with by Saito

and Glass [Saito and Glass (1982)] to model their hemispherical, explosive

driven, implosion chamber. Using the random choice method of Glimm and

operator splitting, reasonable accord with experimental results was obtained.
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4.2.2 Experimental Review

The first experimental production of converging cylindrical shock waves was

performed by Perry and Kantrowitz [Perry and Kantrowitz (1951)]. They

used a cylindrical shock tube, with a centered tear drop shaped body near

the end of the shock tube, to turn a planar shock wave by 90° and force it

to converge (figure 4.1 (a)). Schlieren photographs of the converging shock

wave and the resultant reflected diverging shock wave, showed the process to

be stable for weak shock waves (figure 4.1 (b)). A decrease in stability was

observed for strong imploding shock waves. A similar technique was used by

Wu et al. [Wu et al. (1980)] to produce converging cylindrical shock waves.

An annular shock tube with an axisymmetric area contraction at the end

of the shock tube was used to turn the shock wave by 900 and force it to

converge (figure 4.2(a)). Shadowgraphs were used to study the stability of

the convergence process. It was found that the converging shock wave was

stable except near the implosion centre where a breakdown in shock front

curvature was evident (figure 4.2(b)). This instability was found to be more

pronounced if the initial cylindrical symmetry of the converging shock wave

was perturbed [Wu et al. (1981 )].

Dennen and Wilson [Dennen and Wilson (1962)] produced converging cylin

drical shock waves by exploding thin metal films over the inner surface of

glass cylinders. Using Schlieren photography, the time-space relation of the

converging shocks were found to be approximated by Guderley's solution.

Imploding detonation waves can be used to produce converging cylindrical

shock waves. Lee and Lee [Lee and Lee (1965)] used a cylindrical exploding

detonation wave in an exploding chamber, to produce an imploding deto

nation wave in an adjacent implosion chamber. The chambers were filled
"

with an equi-molar acetylene-oxygen mixture. Near implosion, the chemical
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Figure 4.1:

cylindrical shock wave. (1) Schlieren photographs of the convergence process

[Perry and Kantrowitz (1951)].
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Figure 4.2: (a) The annular shock tube used to produce a converging cylin

drical shock wave. (b) Shadowgraphs of the convergence process [Wu et al.

(1980)].
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energy released at the detonation wavefront is much less than the pressure

energy driving the wave. The detonation wave then approaches a strong

converging shock wave. Ahlborn and Huni [Ahlborn and Huni (1969)], using

a similar device as Lee and Lee, photographically showed that converging

detonation waves were stable. Knystautas et al. [Knystautas et al. (1969)]

developed a different technique to produce converging detonation waves (fig

ure 4.3(a)). Planar detonation wavelets were used to create a converging

polygonal shaped wavefront. On convergence, the curvature of the polygo

nal shaped wavefront was smoothed and a cylindrical shaped wavefront was

obtained. Schlieren photographs show that the implosion and resultant ex

pansion process is stable (figure 4.3(b)).

Exploding detonation waves reflected off a hemispherical surface can be used

to produce converging shock waves. The UTIAS implosion chamber at the

University of Toronto, Canada, has been used to study this process. An

exploding wire, at the origin of a hemispherical chamber which is filled with

a combustible gas at high pressure, produces an exploding detonation wave.

On reflection with the hemispherical wall, the exploding detonation wave

produces an imploding hemispherical shock wave. If the hemispherical wall

is coated with explosives, the gaseous exploding detonation wave detonates

the explosive shell and a strong imploding shock wave is produced (figure 4.4).

Several spectroscopic investigations have been performed on this device for

different initial conditions [Roberts and Glass (1971), Roig and Glass (1977),

Saito and Glass (1982)].

Converging cylindrical shock waves have been generated in atmospheric air

by detonating explosives over cylindrical surfaces (figure 4.5(a)). The ex

plosives were detonated by exploding wires. Numerous studies have been

performed by Matsuo at Kumamoto University, Japan. Using streak and

framing cameras it was found that the imploding shock waves were self-
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Figure 4.3: (a) The initiation method of cylindrical converging detonation

waves. (b) Schlieren photographs of the implosion process [Knystautas et al.

(1969)].
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UTIAS implosion chamber: B, bolts; P, protecting plate; E, PETN explosive liner;

L, liner plate; F, front plate; R, rear plate; S, segmented cone; N, nuts; W, Plexiglas window.

Figure 4.4: The UTIAS implosion chamber [Saito and Glass (1982)].
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luminous [Matsuo and Nakamura (1980)]. In the same study, the time-space

relation of the converging shock front was determined by electrical ioniza

tion probes. It was found that the measured shock front trajectories were in

good agreement with Guderley's prediction over a wide region near implo

sion. By increasing the quantity of explosives, it was found that stronger and

more stable converging shock waves were produced (figure 4.5(b)) [Matsuo

and Nakamura (1981)]. The reflected divergent shock wave was also found

to be very stable. The stability of the implosion process was studied by

laser shadowgraphy and a spectroscopic study was performed [Matsuo et al.

(1984)]. It was found that the converging cylindrical shock wave, near the

implosion centre, was slightly unstable (figure 4.5(c)). This instability was

reduced by improving the uniformity of the wire explosion which detonated

the explosives (figure 4.5(d)) [Matsuo et al. (1985)]. Spectroscopic tempera

ture measurements for different quantities of explosives were also performed.

The measured temperatures on implosion were found to be approximately

proportional to the square root of the initiation energy.

The region of high pressure, temperature and density near the implosion

centre has been used for various applications. The UTIAS hemispherical im

plosion chamber has been used as a hypervelocity launcher [Flagg and Glass

(1968)]. A barrel was connected to the origin of the hemispherical chamber

and a plastic projectile was driven to large velocities by the imploding shock

wave. A similar arrangement was used for a hypervelocity shock tube [Glass

et al. (1974)]. The imploding spherical shock wave produced a strong planar

shock wave in a cylindrical shock tube which was connected to the origin

of the hemispherical chamber. Industrial diamonds have been synthesised

by the compression of graphite powder, at the origin of the hemispherical

implosion chamber, by the imploding shock wave [Glass and Sharma (1976)].

Neutrons and, rays, resulting from the fusion of deuterium, have been pro

duced by the hemispherical implosion of a shock wave in a stoichiometric
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Figure 4.5: (a) The implosion chamber used to produce converging cylin

drical shock waves (dimensions in mm). (b) Framing camera photographs

of the implosion process. (c) Shadowgraphs of an unstable implosion. (d)

Shadowgraphs of a stable implosion. [Matsuo et al. (1980) (1981) (1984)

(1985)]
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mixture of deuterium-oxygen [Glass and Sagie (1982)].

The above applications have concentrated on the implosion region of the con

verging shock waves. The CSL utilises the reflected region, after convergence,

to focus laser light.

4.3 The Colliding Shock Lens Principle

Diverging spherical shock waves, originating from equi-spaced points on a cir

cumference, produce a cylindrically symmetric converging shock wave. After

implosion, a cylindrically symmetric diverging shock wave is formed. The

region bounded by this reflected diverging shock wave has been found to be

suitable to focus laser light. This process, from shock wave generation to

lens formation, will be dealt with in more detail.

An electric arc discharge, between two electrodes in atmospheric air, can be

used to produce a diverging spherical shock wave. If a capacitor, charged to a

high voltage, is discharged through the electrodes, an electrically conducting

channel is briefly formed between the electrodes. The sharp rise in current,

in the arc channel, rapidly heats the channel to a high temperature by the

process of Joule heating. This process is limited by the half-period of the

discharge. The sharp rise in temperature is accompanied by a sharp increase

in pressure in the arc channel. A diverging cylindrical shock wave is produced

[Craggs (1978)]. This shock wave gradually becomes spherical in shape after

travelling a distance greater than the electrode separation.

The time evolution of the radial density profile of a diverging shock wave,

produced by an electric arc discharge, is given in figure 4.6 [Hamamoto et
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al. (1981)]. Initially the shock wave is characterised by a sharp rise and fall

in density. As the shock wave propagates the energy of the shock wave is

distributed over a larger area and the shock wave weakens. Dissipative effects

(eg. viscosity and heat conduction) also weaken the propagating shock wave.

With time the shock front becomes less steep, the peak density decreases and

the regions behind the shock front flatten out.

If several diverging spherical shock waves are generated from points equi

distant on a circumference, shock collisions between the expanding shock

waves will occur. The region of interest for the CSL is the interior region of

the shock initiation circle. The expanding spherical shocks will experience

two different types of collisions [Courant and Friedrichs (1948)]. These colli

sions can be understood by considering a plane shock wave propagating in a

channel with an inclined wall (figure 4.7). The collision of a shock wave with

a rigid wall is analogous to two shock waves colliding with each other. The

incident plane shock, on interaction with the inclined wall, will experience

Mach reflection if the inclination angle (0) is small. A small inclination angle

implies a large included angle between the colliding shocks. A reflected Mach

shock and a Mach tail will be formed. The Mach shock front has a slight

curvature. The Mach number of the Mach shock is higher than the inci

dent shock wave. Schwendeman and Whitham [Schwendeman and Whitham

(1987)], in their numerical simulation of converging shocks, found that Mach

reflection occurs for 0 :::; 65°. This was found to be consistent with other

reported experimental values. For larger values of 0, regular reflection will

occur. With regular reflection the resultant flow pattern may be described

interms of an incident and reflected shock front. This type of reflection does

not produce the Mach system shown in figure 4.7.

Perry and Kantrowitz [Perry and Kantrowitz (1951)] recognised that the uni

form distribution of curvature along the Mach shock, due to Mach reflection,
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Figure 4.6: Time evolution of the radial density (nn) structure of a diverging

shock wave produced by an electric arc discharge [Hamamoto et al. (1981)).
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would give converging cylindrical shock waves a "stability of form". Any ini

tial deviation from cylindrical symmetry of the converging shock wave or any

disturbance encountered during convergence would be damped out. Knys

tautas et al. [Knystautas et al. (1969)] used this feature to produce a stable

converging cylindrical detonation front from a regular polygonal shaped deto

nation front which was made from planar detonation wavelets. Schwendeman

and Whitham [Schwendeman and Whitham (1987)] performed a numerical

study on converging cylindrical shock waves with polygonal shaped cross

sections. They established that convergmg cylindrical shock waves, with

polygonal shaped cross-sections, are stable. Converging cylindrical shock

waves, with regular polygonal shaped cross-sections, were found to regain

their initial shape after successive time intervals. For cross-sections close to

a polygonal shape or a perturbed circular shape, a polygonal shape cross

section was obtained during convergence. However, their analysis assumed

that the Mach shocks had no shock front curvature. Mach shock curvature

will smoothen out the polygonal shaped cross-section of the converging cylin

drically symmetric shock wave and a circular cross-section will be reached.

If one considers a cross-section of the expanding spherical shock waves, the

mechanism for the formation of the cylindrically symmetric converging shock

wave can be readily understood. A cross-section of the CSL is given in fig

ure 4.8. Diverging circular shock waves originate from equi-spaced points

on a circumference (figure 4.8(a)). A time will be reached, in the expansion

process, where the circular shock waves begin to collide with each other (fig

ure 4.8(b)). This initial collision is a head-on collision and regular reflection

will occur. Further shock expansion will result in an increase in the collision

angle between adjacent expanding circular shock fronts, and Mach reflection

will predominate. The resultant Mach shocks propagate faster than the ex

panding circular shocks and a quasi-polygonal shaped converging shock wave

will be formed (figure 4.8(c)). With subsequent circular shock expansion and
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continued Mach reflection, a stable circular cross-section will be reached (fig

ure 4.8(d)). For simplicity, the Mach shocks in figure 4.8 have only been

shown in the interior region of the diverging shock wave initiation circle.

Mach reflection also occurs in the region exterior to this circle where shock

collisions occur.

As the converging cylindrically symmetric shock wave approaches the implo

sion axis, it experiences self-amplification. During convergence, the shock

frontal area is reduced and the converging shock wave energy is concentrated

within a smaller region behind the shock front. This process speeds up and

strengthens the converging shock wave. On implosion, the shock strength

should be infinite. However, dissipation due to conduction and radiation

processes limit the strength of the shock wave on implosion. After implo

sion, the converging cylindrically symmetric shock wave is reflected and a

diverging cylindrically symmetric shock wave is formed.

Introducing the full symmetry of the converging shock wave problem, a sim

plified three-dimensional representation of the cylindrically symmetric con

verging shock wave, formed by diverging spherical shock waves, is given in

figure 4.9(a). For clarity not all the shock fronts have been shown. The

converging shock shape resembles a centrally pinched cylinder. The central

region of this pinched cylinder implodes sooner than the ends of the cylin

der. The reflected cylindrically symmetric diverging shock wave is thus cigar

shaped, as shown in figure 4.9(b). This cigar shaped region is the lensing

region of the CSL.
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Figure 4.8: A cross-section of the expanding spherical shock waves for differ

ent times after initiation.
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Figure 4.9: A simplified three-dimensional representation of the cylindrically

symmetric: a) converging shock wave, b) reflected diverging shock wave.
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4.4 The Refractive Fringe Diagnostic of Shock

Waves

The Refractive Fringe Diagnostic (RFD) has been used in the CSL inves

tigation as a diagnostic tool. The RFD was initially developed as a laser

produced plasma diagnostic. This is discussed in Chapter 2. This diagnos

tic tool has recently been extended to study shock waves. Waltham et al.

[Waltham et al. (1987)] investigated the shock structure produced by a de

Laval nozzle. Bacon et al. [Bacon et al. (1989)] studied diverging cylindrical

shock waves produced by arc discharges in atmospheric air. This study was

extended to diverging spherical shock waves by Michaelis et al. [Michaelis et

al. (1991b)].

The RFD utilises a defocused shadowgraphic technique to study density

fields. A laser probe beam incident on a density field is refracted. Re

fracted light rays interfere with each other and with unrefracted light rays

to form a fringe pattern. Density field features can be deduced from this

fringe pattern. A fringe pattern of a diverging spherical shock wave for a late

time after shock wave initiation, is given in figure 4.10(a). The corresponding

radial fringe intensity plot is given in figure 4.10(b). The fringe pattern can

be conceptually understood by tracing light rays through the radial density

field of the diverging spherical shock, shown in figure 4.10(c). To get a broad

picture of the process, light rays traversing the density field tangentially are

only considered since these are the rays which experience the most refraction.

This diagram is reproduced from the paper of Michaelis et al. (1991b).

Light rays traversing the shock rear (3) are refracted in the direction of

increasing refractive index and interfere with unrefracted light rays which

traverse the undisturbed region ahead of the shock front (1). The outer
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Figure 4.10: (a) RFD fringe pattern of a diverging shock wave, (b) the radial

fringe intensity plot, (c) the shock wave radial density field.
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fine fringe illumination pattern of region I is formed. Light rays traversing

the shock front are strongly refracted inwards and interfere with the light

rays traversing the shock saddle (4). The light rays traversing the shock

saddle experience negligible refraction. The inner fine fringes of region I I I

are formed. The fanning of the light rays from region 2 and 3 produce a

dark ring (I1). Light rays traversing the shocktail (5) are weakly refracted

outward and interfere with unrefracted light rays traversing the shock saddle

to form broad fringes (IV). A dark ring is formed (V1) in the region where

the light has been refracted out from. Negligible refraction is experienced by

light rays traversing the central vacuum region (6) and no fringe pattern is

observed in region V I I.

The fringe pattern of a diverging spherical shock wave for an earlier time

than figure 4.10(a), where the shock rear (5) and the shock saddle (4) have

not yet been formed, would only have the illumination regions I, I I and I I I.

To determine quantitative information from the fringe interference pattern,

an intelligent computer code is needed. A raytrace through a predicted ra

dial density field, taking into account the spherical symmetry, must be per

formed to determine the illumination pattern of the resultant interference

fringes. This illumination pattern must be compared to the experimental

fringe illumination pattern. The initial prediction of the density field must

be modified, by successive raytraces and comparisons, until the fringe illu

mination patterns match. The coding of the comparison and the resultant

modifications needed to the density field, is not trivial. A different approach

would be to train a neural network to deconvolve the density field from the

illumination pattern of the fringes. However, the fringe patterns offer a great

deal of qualitative information. Numerous inner fine fringes fanned over a

wide region (II I) suggests a steep shock front while the converse is suggested

by fewer and broader fringes. The same argument holds for the shock rear
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and shock tail. A dark ring suggests that light has been refracted out from

that region.

4.5 Experimental Details

4.5.1 The Colliding Shock Lens

A schematic of the CSL, is shown in figure 4.11. Diverging spherical shock

waves are created at points equi-spaced on a circumference (diameter de)

by eight pairs of opposing electrodes of diameter 0.85 mm. For simplicity

only four pairs of electrodes are shown in figure 4.11. An arc gap spacing of

1 mm was used. The gaps were connected in series in order to have approx

imately simultaneous breakdown. Breakdown was achieved by discharging a

capacitor C, through the CSL to ground. The electrodes were mounted on

two opposite plexiglass plates with a circular hole in the centre (diameter

dh ), allowing a laser beam to be directed along the axis of the CSL. The

electrode configuration used in this investigation was an eight arc CSL with

de = 11 mm and dh = 7.5 mm.

4.5.2 System Configuration

Two different experimental arrangements were used in the CSL investigation.

The CSL firing circuitry was identical in both arrangements. The difference

lies in the type of diagnostic tool and laser used.
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RFD Configuration

The experimental set up to investigate the lensing properties of the CSL and

the mechanism responsible for the formation of the lensing region of the CSL,

is shown in figure 4.12. A PC was used to synchronise the triggering of the

CSL with the image digitiser (Oculus 200 real time frame grabber). When

the image digitiser was activated, a TTL signal from the PC was stepped up

to 30 KV by the pulse generator. This signal was used to fire the CSL by

breaking down the pressurised spark gap.

The firing circuitry of the CSL is driven by an 18 kV DC power supply.

The 18 kV power supply charged the 1 nF capacitor and, through a 10 H

induetor, the capacitor C. The CSL was connected in parallel with the 10 H

induetor. The CSL was fired by breaking down the pressurised spark gap,

shorting the 1 nF capacitor to ground. Due to the high impedance of the

10 H induetor, the capacitor C discharged through the CSL to ground. The

value of the capacitor C determined the energy provided to the electric arc

discharges. A 5 nF capacitor (C) was used for all the experimental investi

gations.

Synchronism between the firing of the CSL and the probing Nitrogen laser

(FWH M :::::: 1 ns) was achieved via a Rogowsky coil in the CSL circuitry.

When the pressurised spark gap was broken down, the induced signal in the

Rogowsky coil was delayed via a variable delay box before triggering the Ni

trogen laser. This enabled one to probe the CSL at different times after the

firing of the CSL. These times were recorded by a digital oscilloscope (HP

54502A). When the CSL was fired the Rogowsky coil in the CSL circuitry

triggered the oscilloscope and the signal from the Rogowsky coil in the Ni

trogen laser's triggering circuitry was recorded. The jitter between firing the

CSL and triggering the Nitrogen laser was approximately 50 ns.
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The Nitrogen laser was telescoped and spatially filtered (laser beam diver

gence was 0.5 m/ad) and directed through the collision region of the CSL

onto a TV (Hitachi HVT20E) camera face plate through an imaging lens

(f = 20 cm) and a Nitrogen interference filter (330 nm, bandwidth = 10 nm).

The delay between activating the image digitiser and firing the Nitrogen

laser, with the variable delay set to minimum, was less than 3 I1S. The loss

of information on the digitised image was negligible since the image digitiser

takes 50 ms to grab one frame.

Burn Pattern

The experimental setup to investigate the quality of the burn pattern of

the CSL is shown in figure 4.13. A diffraction limited ruby laser beam

(FWH M ~ 30 ns, E ~ 0.5 J) was directed through the lensing region

of the CSL onto photographic paper placed 39 cm from the CSL. The delay

between the firing of the Ruby laser and the firing of the CSL was set so

that the CSL's fo€al length was 39 cm. The Ruby laser has aIms delay

between receiving the trigger pulse from the PC and emitting laser light. For

comparison, a burn pattern was obtained using a glass convex lens of equal

focal length and apertured to 1.5 mm.

4.6 Results

The lensing properties and the formation of the lensing region of the CSL

were investigated using the setup shown in figure 4.12. Images of the colliding

shock waves were recorded at different times after shock wave initiation for
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different distances from the CSL. The intensity response of the TV camera is

non-linear thus the intensity pattern of the recorded images were linearised

usinga linearisation curve specific to the TV camera [Waltham (1991 )].

A time sequence for the colliding spherical shock waves, imaged on the shock

collision plane, is shown in figure 4.14. The shock collision plane is the plane

of the arc gap spacings between opposing electrodes. A similar sequence

imaged 19 cm from the shock collision plane is shown in figure 4.15. The

diverging shock waves produced by the arc discharges, (figure 4.14(a), fig

ure 4.15(a)-(d)), produce a cylindrically symmetric converging shock wave

((figure 4.14(b), figure 4.15(e)-(f)). After convergence, a diverging reflected

shock wave is formed (figure 4.14(c) and (d), figure 4.15(g)-(p)). Focusing is

achieved in figure 4.15(i). Interference patterns behind the diverging shock

fronts are evident in figures 4.15(j)-(m).

Focal spot images were recorded at different distances from the CSL. These

distances, as a function of the time taken for focusing to occur after the firing

of the CSL, are given in figure 4.16. The associated effective lens diameters

for the measured foci were determined from the colliding shock wave time

sequence imaged on the colliding shock plane (figure 4.14). Figure 4.14 shows

only a few selected images of the time sequence. The effective lens diameter is

the maximum diameter of the diverging cylindrically symmetric shock wave.

These diameters as a function of time, after the firing of the CSL, are given

in figure 4.17. The full width half maximum (FWHM) focal spot diameters

associated with the focal lengths given in figure 4.16 are shown in figure 4.18.

The measured focal spot sizes are compared with the theoretical diffraction

limited spot size (FWHM) given by:

'" 1.22)..jlength
'f'dijj ~ '" '

'f'lens
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Figure 4.14: A time sequence for eight colliding shock waves imaged in the

plane of collision at (a) 6.7 JiS, (b) 8.5 JiS, (c) lOA JiS, (d) 11.3 JiS.
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Figure 4.15: A time sequence for eight colliding shock waves imaged 19 cm

from the CSL at (a) 3.2 jLS, (b) 5 jLS, (c) 6 jLS, (d) 6.9 jLs,(e) 8 jLS, (f) 10 jLs,

(g) 10.4 jLS, (h) 10.9 jLS, (i) 11.3 jLS, (j) 11.6 jLs, (k) 11.8 jLs, (1) 12.2 jLs, (m)

12.4 jLs, (n) 13.1 jLS, (0) 14 jLs, (p) 15.6 jLS.
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where A is the wavelength of the Nitrogen laser (337 nm), !length is the focal

length of the lens given by figure 4.16 and <P/ens is the effective lens diameter

given by figure 4.17 [Hecht (1989)].

A typical focal spot image, 39 cm from the eSL is shown in figure 4.19. An

identical focal spot obtained with an additional filter (ND = 1) is shown in

figure 4.20. The filter was needed to prevent the TV camera from saturating.

A three-dimensional representation of the relative intensity of the central

region of figure 4.20 is shown in figure 4.21. The associated contour plot is

shown in figure 4.22. The position of the dark rings surrounding the focal spot

in figure 4.19 were compared with Airy disk theory. A plot of the normalised

dark fringe position (relative to the centre of the bright disk) versus fringe

number, for two different focal spot images is given in, figure 4.23. The

position of the dark fringes were normalised using:

<Plens27rr
x=

A!length
(4.2)

where <Plens is the lens diameter, r is the dark fringe radius, A is the wavelength

of the Nitrogen laser (337 nm) and !length is the lens focal length [Hecht

(1989)].

To investigate the shape of the lensing region of the eSL the setup shown

in figure 4.12 was used with the eSL rotated vertically by 900
• An image of

the colliding shock waves, after initial shock wave convergence, is shown in

figure 4.24. A central cigar shaped region is evident.

The burn pattern of the eSL focus was investigated using the setup shown

in figure 4.13. A eSL focus burn pattern on photographic paper, 39 cm

from the eSL, is given in figure 4.25(a). The photographic paper was pre-
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Figure 4.19: Eight arc CSL focal spot (focal length

= 11.8 fLS).
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39 cm, delay



Figure 4.20: Eight arc eSL focal spot with an additional filter (focal length

= 39 cm, delay = 11.8/18).
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Figure 4.24: Eight arc CSL imaged side on, on the collision plane.
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viously exposed to sunlight to obtain a faint pink colour. Exposure to high

intensity laser light turned the pink colour to a deep red colour. The cen

tral white region of figure 4.25(a) represents a region of very high intensity

light where the photographic emulsion was completely burnt off. This re

gion is approximately 200flm in diameter. The speckled region surrounding

the central white region represents a region of high intensity light where the

photographic emulsion was partially burnt off. The dark region surround

ing the burnt regions represents a region of lower intensity light where the

photographic paper turned from a faint pink colour to a deep red colour.

The white rOegion surrounding the burn region represents a region where the

photographic paper was not exposed to light and remained pink in colour.

A focus burn pattern for a glass lens, of focal length 39 cm and apertured

to 1.5 mm, is given in figure 4.25(b). The central white region where the

photographic emulsion was completely burnt off is approximately 200 flm in

diameter.

4.7 Discussion

The mechanism responsible for the formation of the lensing region of the CSL

can be understood with reference to figure 4.15. The curvature distribution

mechanism of Mach reflection, as proposed by Perry and Kantrowitz [Perry

and Kantrowitz (1951)), produces the stable cylindrically symmetric converg

ing shock wave (figure 4.15(e)-(f)) from the diverging spherical shock waves

(figure 4.15(a)-(d)). The expanding spherical shock waves (figure 4.15(a))

collide and the emergence of reflected Mach shocks are evident as broad,

dark regions at the collision points (figure 4.l5(b)). This implies a strong

shock wave in this region. With continued spherical shock expansion and
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Figure 4.25: (a) Eight arc CSL burn pattern (focal length = 39 cm, delay

= 11.8 f-ls) (b) equivalent glass lens burn pattern (focal length = 39 cm,

aperture size = 2.5 mm).
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collision the Mach shocks become more pronounced (figure 4.15(c)) and a

cylindrically symmetric converging shock wave with an irregular polygonal

cross-section is formed (figure 4.15(d)). A circular cross-section is obtained

by further shock expansion and collision (figure 4.15(e)). The broad dark

fringe implies a strong shock. The curvature of the Mach shocks are not

readily seen from figures 4.15(b)-(d). The curvature distribution mecha

nism give the converging cylindrically symmetric shock wave a "stability of

form". The converging shock wave is stable (figure 4.15(e)-(f)). On implo

sion (t = 10.3 flS) one has a localised high density region. After implosion a

reflected diverging cylindrically symmetric shock wave (figures 4.15(g)-(p))

is formed. The stability of the diverging shock wave confirms the stability of

the converging shock wave process. The region bounded by the cylindrically

symmetric diverging shock wave is the lensing region of the CSL.

The shape of the lensing region resembles a cigar (figure 4.24). The cigar

viewed down the optical axis can be seen as consisting of many circular shock

waves in different stages of divergence and convergence. The ends of the cigar

are experiencing early divergence while the centre of the cigar is experiencing

late divergence.

The growth of this cigar, due to continued shock wave expansion, gives the

CSL unique features. As the cigar expands the maximum diameter of the

cigar increases. The maximum diameter of the cigar is the effective diameter

of the CSL (figure 4.17). This diameter is determined from the colliding

shock wave images, imaged on the shock collision plane (figure 4.14). With

the growth of the cigar the density field inside the cigar changes and the focal

length was found to increase with time (figure 4.16). With the increase in the

lens diameter and focal length with time, the diffraction limited focal spot

size will also vary with time. The measured focal spot diameters compared

favourably with their respective diffraction limited spot sizes (figure 4.18).
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This gives an indication of the quality of the gas lens.

The use of equation 4.1, to determine the theoretical diffraction limited spot

size (FWHM) of the CSL, is valid for a plane wave incident upon a circular

aperture. The CSL must thus be placed in the near field of the laser and

the CSL f-number must be significantly less than the inverse of the far field

laser beam divergence. From figure 4.12 the CSL is 1,5 m from the Nitrogen

laser. The CSL is thus located in the near field of the laser since for a

beam diameter of 2 mm, the Rayleigh range is approximately 18 m. From

figure 4.16, the maximum focal length of the CSL is 49 cm. This focal length

corresponds to a lens diameter of 2 mm (figure 4.17). The lens f-number is

245. The far field beam divergence of the laser is approximately 0.5 mrad.

The lens f-number is thus much less than the inverse of the far field laser

beam divergence (i.e. 2000).

From the magnified focal spot image, imaged 39 cm from the CSL (fig

ure 4.19), certain features are clearly evident. The central bright spot is

the focal spot of the CSL. From the three-dimensional relative intensity plot

(figure 4.21) of the filtered focal spot image (figure 4.20), the majority of

the light is concentrated within a 200 /-lm square region around the focal

spot. The focal spot size (FWHM) is 104 /-lm (figure 4.22). The circu

lar fringes surrounding the central bright spot were initially thought to be

Airy rings. Their normalised dark fringe position were compared with Airy

disk theory and reasonable accord was obtained (figure 4.23). However, the

probable cause of these fringes is due to interference between rays of light

originating from different points of the laser beam but refracted into the

same interference zone. These fringes were observed by Lisi [Lisi (1994)] in a

numerical raytrace through a CSL. The star patterns seen in figure 4.19 and

figures 4.15(f)-(i) are due to collisions of the shock waves which experienced

initial head on collision outside the field of view of figure 4.15(a). The prop-
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agation of these shock waves, behind the converging shock wave, can be seen

in figure 4.15(b)-(e).

The effect of the growth of the cigar is evident in figure 4.15: focusing oc

curs on the imaged plane in figure 4.15(i) while the central bright region in

figures 4.15(j)-(m) represent focusing at further distances from the imaged

plane. The interference fringes in these bright regions are due to interference

between rays of light which have been slightly refracted by the lensing region

of the CSL but by different amounts.

The burn pattern of the CSL compared favourably with the burn pattern of

the glass lens. The high intensity region where the photographic emulsion

was burnt off, for both lenses, is equal in size. However, the surrounding

region is larger for the CSL than the glass lens. Interference fringes are

evident around the central burn spot of the CSL while no fringes are evident

around the glass lens central burn spot. This highlights the fact that these

fringes are interference fringes and not Airy rings. The secondary burn spot

in the glass lens burn spot is due to secondary reflections from the prisms

used to steer the ruby laser through the CSL. These prisms are not shown in

figure 4.13.

The possibility of operating the CSL at a high repetition rate was investi

gated. The maximum frequency of operation of the CSL is limited by the

time taken for the flow field inside the CSL to reach equilibrium after shock

wave generation. The converging shock wave imploded 10.3 118 after shock

wave generation. One would expect the diverging shock wave to take a sim

ilar time to reach the electrodes. A reasonable estimate for equilibrium to

be reached inside the CSL would then be an order of magnitude higher than

double the convergence time, i.e. approximately 200 118. This corresponds

to a maximum frequency of operation of approximately 5 kHz.
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The CSL firing circuitry (figure 4.12) is an oscillator. The frequency of

oscillation can be set by adjusting the pressure or the electrode separation of

the spark gap. The maximum oscillation frequency is limited by the charge

time of the capacitors. The charge time is given by: RC = 18 ms. The

maximum frequency of operation of the CSL is then approximately 50 H z.

The CSL was operated at 10 H z and the focus was found to be stable.

The operating frequency of the CSL was limited by the repetition rate of the

Nitrogen laser. The CSL operation was found to be insensitive to surrounding

conditions. While the CSL was operated at 10 Hz, pressurised air was blown

through the CSL and no effect on the focus was visible.

The experimental investigations have not dealt with the effects of CSL diam

eter, number of electrodes, discharge current characteristics and initial shock

wave energy on the lensing properties of the CSL. This work is currently

being undertaken by the Laser Group of the University of Natal.

4.8 Colliding Shock Lens Simulation

The experimental investigation of the CSL, determined the lensing properties

of the CSL and the mechanism responsible for the formation of the lensing

region of the CSL. The structure of the lensing region was not investigated. A

numerical simulation of the CSL was performed to investigate the refractive

index field of the lensing region of the CSL.

The FLIC scheme [Gentry et al. (1966)), used to model the operation of

the PGL in Section 3.5.2, was modified to model the CSL operation. A full

description of the FLIC scheme is given in Appendix A.
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The computational mesh used to model the converging cylindrically sym

metric shock wave and the resultant reflected cylindrically symmetric shock

wave, is given in figure 4.26. This simulation models the evolution of the con

verging shock wave given in figure 4.9(a) and the formation of the resultant

diverging shock wave given in figure 4.9(b). A slice in the y-z plane is only

considered. The collision of the shock wave with a rigid wall is analogous

to two shock waves colliding head-on. The mesh is a cylindrical co-ordinate

system of 400 x 200 cells with bz = br = 25 J1-m. Boundary 1 is closed and

the rest are open. The initial shock wave position and speed (MI = 1.5)

were determined from the experimental investigation. The shock wave den

sity, pressure and temperature profiles were assumed to be square and 1 mm

wide. The density, pressure and temperature values of the shock wave were

determined from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations which can be expressed as

[Gaydon and Hurle (1963)]:

P2 (r + l)Mf
PI (r - 1)M{ + 2 '

P2 2,M; - (r - 1)
PI (r + 1)

T2 _ (rMf - ~)(~Mf + 1)

TI crt l )2Mf

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

where, is the ratio of specific heat (r = 1.4 for air). The subscript 1 denotes

the ambient conditions and subscript 2 denotes the shock wave conditions.

The time step (bt) used in the simulation was 1 ns. The maximum Courant

number (equation 3.17) was less than 0.1. No artificial viscosity terms (K, B)

were used in the simulation.
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The time evolution of the refractive index profiles of the converging and

diverging shock wave, for i = 100 in figure 4.26, is given in figure 4.27 and

figure 4.28, respectively. The shock wave strengthens during convergence

and weakens during divergence. The initial reflected shock wave has a steep

shock front and rear. With time the shock front and shock rear gradients

decrease. The region behind the shock front flattens out and decreases with

time. The oscillations behind the shock front are due the absence of artificial

viscosity terms in the simulation. Artificial viscosity was found to make

the solution unstable during collision with the rigid boundary. A three

dimensional representation of the refractive index field of the eSL, 1 /18 after

initial shock wave reflection (figure 4.28), is given in figure 4.29. Only half

the lensing region is shown. in figure 4.29. This is the cigar region referred to

in previous sections. The refractive index increases sharply near the edges of

the cigar and a depression is visible in the centre of the cigar. The eSL is a

complex graded index lens with both axial and radial gradients. A light beam

incident on this cylindrically symmetric region will experience considerable

refraction in the peripheral regions where the refractive index gradients are

large. The outer shell of the cigar is thus responsible for the lensing properties

of the eSL. The converging shock wave can be seen skirting the lensing region

of the eSL in figure 4.29

The time evolution of the radial change in optical path length between light

propagating through the lensing region of the eSL and light propagating

through normal atmospheric conditions, is given in figure 4.30. The focal

lengths of the eSL, for different times after initial shock convergence, were

determined from figure 4.30. The computed focal lengths are compared with

the experimental focal lengths in figure 4.31. The computed focal lengths are

shorter than the experimental focal lengths. The associated lens diameters

for the computed focal lengths were determined from the position of the

shock front in figure 4.28. The computed lens diameters are compared with
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the experimental lens diameters in figure 4.32. The lens diameters for early

times compare favourably but for late times the computed lens diameters are

larger than the experimentally observed lens diameters. These discrepancies

can be attributed to viscosity and conduction processes not being included

in the simulation and the initial shock profile not being characteristic of the

shock wave. Viscosity and conduction weaken the shock wave. The speed of

the shock wave is then slower than computed (accounting for the discrepancy

in figure 4.32) and the refractive index values of the lensing region are lower

than computed (accounting for the discrepancy in figure 4.31). The method

employed to determine the focal length of the CSL from the radial change in

optical path length through the CSL, is an approximate method. It assumes

that there is no light ray deflection inside the lensing region of the CSL. This

will have a minor effect on figure 4.31.

Although the CSL simulation is not perfectly accurate, it does enable one to

establish certain features of the CSL. The variation of the computed focal

lengths with lens diameter is given in figure 4.33. The focal lengths increase

sharply with lens diameter and a maximum useful lens diameter of approx

imately 4 mm is reached. This small lens diameter limits the usefulness of

CSL. The lens diameter of the CSL can be increased by increasing the diame

ter of the CSL. This will increase the size of the lensing region. A simulation

of a CSL, double the size of the CSL used in the experiment, was performed.

The initial shock width, Mach number and shock front position relative to

boundary 1 and boundary 4 (figure 4.26) was identical to the previous simu

lation. The variation of focal length with lens diameter is compared with the

previously simulated (small) CSL in figure 4.33. For the same focal length

the big CSL has a larger lens diameter than the small CSL. A maximum

useful lens diameter of approximately 6 mm is reached. This shows that

the lens diameter can be increased by scaling up the diameter of the CSL.

Obviously, more energy is needed to produce the initial shock wave in the
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simulation of the big CSL than the small CSL.

Scaling up the CSL diameter can also be achieved by increasing the ambient

pressure. A simulation of the small CSL operating in an atmosphere of

303 kPa was performed and the results are shown in figure 4.33. The small

CSL operating at the higher ambient pressure has a larger lens diameter for

the same focal length than the small CSL operating in normal atmospheric

conditions. The useful maximum lens diameters are approximately equal for

both cases. To generate the same shock strength for both cases, more energy

is needed to be given to the shock waves for the CSL operating at 303 kPa.

4.9 Applications of the Colliding Shock Lens

The CSL has a great application potential [Michaelis et al. (1993)]. Its

varifocal nature and high repetition rate offer the CSL unique applications.

The CSL can be used in conventional industrial applications. The CSL can

be coupled to a high power, high repetition rate laser for drilling, cutting

and welding applications. The CSL has certain distinct advantages over

conventional lenses: the CSL is relatively inexpensive; it is insensitive to

dust and dirt; it can focus higher power laser beams and the focal length can

be adjusted. A limitation in the industrial application of the CSL is the lens

diameter. Work is currently under way to increase the CSL lens diameter to

an industrially acceptable size.

Optical switching with spatial filtering and optical isolation could be per

formed with the CSL. The CSL would form part of a confocal telescope with

a pinhole in the focal plane.
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The eSL has been used as an all gas Q-switch for a Ruby laser [Lisi et al.

(1993b )]. A eSL placed in tandem with a spinning pipe gas lens inside a

laser cavity, produced a giant pulse when the lenses were confocal. A pulse

width (FWHM) of 375 ns was obtained

4.10 Conclusion

The eSL is a varifocallens where the lens diameter and focal length increase

with time. The optical quality of the eSL is comparable with conventional

lenses. A draw back encountered with the eSL is its small lens diameter. A

numerical simulation of the eSL was presented and good agreement with the

experimental results was obtained. The simulation was used to investigate

the scalability of the lens. It was established that the eSL lens diameter

could be increased by increasing the physical dimensions of the eSL. Due

to the varifocal nature, high repetition rate and insensitivity to surrounding

conditions, the eSL has vast potential applications.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Summary

This thesis investigated the effects of the refraction of a laser beam through

three different phase objects, i.e. a laser produced plasma, an expanding

cylinder of gas and a diverging cylindrically symmetric shock wave. The

investigation included the assessment of the accuracy of a diagnostic tool

for laser produced plasmas and the demonstration of two novel types of gas

lenses.

5.1 COlllparative Electron Density Measure

lllents for the Refractive Fringe Diag

nostic and Nomarski Interferometry

The Refractive Fringe Diagnostic, as an electron density diagnostic tool for

laser produced plasmas, was found to over-estimate the electron densities by
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an order of magnitude, for the type of laser produced plasmas investigated.

The· errors were due to the assumptions inherent in the Refractive Fringe

Diagnostic, i.e. parabolic ray paths in the plasma and planar wavefronts

at the object plane. The errors due to the deviation from the assumed

plasma symmetry were not investigated. It was concluded that the Refractive

Fringe Diagnostic was a useful "quick look and see" diagnostic tool for laser

produced plasmas due to its simplicity in setup and fringe data analysis.

5.2 The Pulsed Gas Lens

A proof-of-principle design of a Pulsed Gas Lens was presented. A numerical

simulation of the operation of the Pulsed Gas Lens showed that the lens could

be used as a focusing element. A beam deflection device, built to model the

operation of the Pulsed Gas Lens, showed that the opening mechanism played

an important part in the operation of the lens. The venting mechanism in

the simulation was assumed to open instantaneously which was not the case

for the beam deflection device. The opening mechanism must be modified to

decrease the opening time and to produce a uniform opening.

Future work on the Pulsed Gas Lens will address the problem of the opening

mechanism and the incorporation of the opening mechanism into the simu

lation of the gas expansion. A more accurate assessment of the feasibility

of using the Pulsed Gas Lens as a focusing element will be obtained. This

work is presently being undertaken by the next generation of Laser Group

students.
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5.3 The Colliding Shock Lens

Diverging spherical shock waves produced by electric discharges, equi-spaced

on a circumference, produced a converging cylindrically symmetric shock

wave. The region bounded by the reflected diverging cylindrically symmetric

shock wave was found to focus laser light. The optical quality of the Colliding

Shock Lens was found to be comparable to equivalent conventional glass

lenses. The expansion of the lensing region gives the Colliding Shock Lens

the unique feature of being a varifocal lens, i.e. the focal length and lens

diameter increase with time. A limitation of the lens was the small lens

diameter. A numerical simulation of the Colliding Shock Lens showed that

by increasing the physical size of the lens and the input electrical energy, the

lens diameter could be increased.

Currently work is being performed in scaling up the lens diameter of the

Colliding Shock Lens.
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Appendix A

Fluid in Cell Differencing

Method

The Fluid in Cell (FLIC) method of Gentry et al. [Gentry et al. (1966)] used

to solve the time dependent equations of motion for compressible fluid flow,

in two dimensions, is summarized in this appendix. This summary closely

follows the mathematical description of the method given by Gentry et al.

in their paper and has been included to help the reader gain a better under

standing of the simulations performed in the text. The boundary conditions

used in the simulation are also discussed in this appendix.

The FLIC method, subdivides the flow field under consideration into a num

ber of cells. A typical mesh is given in figure A.I.

If a cartesian co-ordinate system is used, each cell is a right parallelpiped

with dimension br, bz and of unit depth. If a cylindrical co-ordinate system

is used each cell is a rectangular torus with inner radius j br and outer radius
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(j + 1) Or and width OZ. SJ is defined as the area of contact between cells

(i,j) and (i+ l,j), open to flow in the z direction. Similarly, Sj+! is defined

as the area of contact between cells (i, j) and (i, j + 1), open to flow in the

r direction. Vi is the volume of cell (i,j).

For cartesian co-ordinates:

v- oroz (A.l)
}

SZ Or (A.2)
}

ST+ 1 Oz. (A.3)
} 2

For cylindrical co-ordinates:

v- 27r(j + ~ )or2 oz (AA)}

SZ 27r(j + ~ )or2 (A.5)
} 2

ST+ 1 27r(j + 1)oroz. (A.6)
} 2

The start of the calculation cycle at time t = not where ot is the time

increment and n is a time increment counter with initial value 0, each cell

(i,j) is given an initial value of density (Pi,j)' z-velocity component (ui,j),

r-velocity component (vi,j) and pressure (pi,j)' The specific internal energy

(I~j) for each cell (i, j) is calculated using the equation of state:

n
r = Pi,j

t,} (_ 1) n.'1 Pt,}
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where, is the ratio of specific heat of the gas used.

The flow variables of each cell is advanced in time using the finite difference

approximation for the equations of motion of the fluid. At time t = (n + I)lit

intermediate values for velocity (v~j' ui,j) and specific internal energy (i~j)

are calculated taking into account acceleration effects due to the pressure

gradients:

unsZ( n _ n )
~,J J qi+!. J' qi-!. J'

2' 2'

u:!. J.(pf,j + q':-!. J'))).
2 I 2'

Note: for simplification the following type of notation was used,
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1( n n)2" Pi,j +Pi+l,j

1(n -n )2" Ui,j +Ui,j .

(A.ll)

(A.12)

The quantity q;+~,j is an explicit artificial viscosity term added to the pressure

term to enhance the stability of the difference equations in regions where the

fluid velocity is small compared to the local sound speed ci,j'

If K(u2 + V
2 )n+ 1 . < (c2 )7+1

J
· and uiJ· > ui+l J· then:

t 2,J 2' , ,

(A.13)

otherwise,

(A.14)

If K(u2 + v2 )n .+1 < (c2 )7J·+1 and viJ· > vi
J
·+l then:

1,) 2 '2 ' ,

(A.15)

otherwise,

(A.16)
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The quantitiy K and B are specified by the user. K determines the maximum

value of the Mach number at a cell interface for which the artificial viscosity

term will be applied. B denotes the magnitude of the viscous pressure term.

From the intermediate values of velocities calculated, the mass flow across

the cell boundaries can be determined. This mass flow is proportional to

the density of the donor cell. If 6..M":'+l . is the mass flow across the area SJ
t 'i,J

between cell (i,j) and (i + I,j) during time 8t and similarly 6..Mn . .!. is the
t,J+ 2

mass flow across the area Sj+~ between cell (i,j) and (i,j + 1) during time

8t then:

6..M: 1 .
SZ n ~n 8t if -n 0 (A.I7)jPiju+.!. . U+1 . >

t 'i,J ' ~ 2,J t 'i ,J

SZ n ~n 8t if -n 0 (A.IS)j Pi+! jU+.!. . U+1 .<
, 't 2,J t 'i,J

6..M":' + 1 sr n -n 8t if -n 0 (A.I9)+.!.PijV' +.!. V. +1 >t,J 2" J 2 ' t,J 2 t,J 2"

sr n -n 8 if ~n 0 (A.20)+.!.Pi j+!V. +.!. t V. +1 < .
J 2' t,J 2 t,J "2

Applying the law of conservation of mass, the density in each cell at time

t = (n + 1)8t, can be determined:

(A.21)

Conservation of momentum and energy is used to determine new values of

velocity and energy components of each cell, corresponding to t = (n + 1)8t,

assuming that the mass which crosses the cell boundaries carries the inter

mediate components of velocity and specific internal energy of the donor cell,

using the relarionship of the form:
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n;lV (Ti,j(l)F'r__ l,j.6.M: t ,j + Ti,j(2)Pi~j-l.6.M~j_t
Pi,j J

Ti,j (3) Pt~ l,j.6.M~t,j - Ti,j (4) F:~j+ 1.6.Mi~j+ t

+ F!L.(p": ·VJ· + (1 - TiJ·(l)).6.M~l . + (1 - Ti,j(2)).6.M;'_1t,J t,J ' t 2,J ,J 2

(1- Ti,j(3)).6.Mi: t ,j - (1 - 'li,j(4)).6.Mi~j+t))' (A.22)

where:

(A.23)

and

Ti,j(k) = 1 if fluid flows into cell (i,j) across side k

Ti,j(k) = 0 if fluid flows out of cell (i,j) across side k.

Note: k = 1 corresponds to the left boundary of a cell, k = 2 corresponds

to the bottom boundary of a cell, k = 3 corresponds to the right boundary

of a cell and k = 4 corresponds to the top boundary of a cell.

The specific internal energy of each cell is found using the relation:

(A.24)
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Equation A.7 is used to compute the new pressures in each cell. This calcu

lation cycle is repeated until the desired time is reached.

The above difference equations are applicable to interior cells which are not

adjacent to one of the boundaries of the computing mesh. The boundary of

the computing mesh is made up of fictitious cells and the type of boundary

determines the value of the flow variables in these cells.

For an open output boundary the flow variables in the fictitious boundary .

cells are made equal to the values in the adjacent interior cells. This al

lows flow of mass and energy across the boundary. For a closed boundary

no mass and energy can flow across the boundary. This requires that the

velocity component of the fictitious boundary cell, normal to the boundary,

be made equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to that of the inte

rior adjacent cell. All other flow variables are treated in the same way as

the open boundary. If the boundary has a corner then the fictitious corner

boundary cell is assigned two sets of flow variables depending from which cell

the calculation is being made.

The above boundary conditions stipulated by Gentry et al. were found by

Meintjies (1975) to introduce reflections from the output boundaries into

the computational mesh. When dealing with output boundaries Meintjies

suggested that the flow variables in each fictitious cell not be set equal to

the adjacent value but be set equal to a linear interpolated value from two

adjacent cells, eg: the density of a fictitious boundary cell, pi+I,j, is given by:

(A.25)

The boundary flow variables suggested by Meintjies (1975) were used in the
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PGL simulation.
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A pulsed colliding shock lens is developed where the shocks were generated by electric discharges, Near diffraction limited
focusing was observed,

1. Introduction

Gas lenses have recently been shown to be more
versatile than expected [1,2]. Continuous wave gas
lenses have industrial potential and even show
promise in astronomy [3]. In ref. [4] we consider

- a macroscopic pulsed gas lens that could be used as
a final focusing element in a laser driven thermo
nuclear fusion experiment. In this article we describe
a novel type of pulsed gas lens which would be suit
able for operation in series with a small pulsed gas
laser: the colliding shock lens (CSL).

2. Colliding shock lens principle

When several spherical shocks, produced by arc
discharges, expand from points equi-spaced on a cir
cumference, a cylindrically symmetric converging
shockfront is formed. Schwendeman and Witham
[6] have noted that converging cylindrical shocks
with regular polygonal shaped cross-sections are sta
ble and tend towards a circular cross-section. Con
verging cylindrically symmetric shock waves pro
duce a condition of high pressure, temperature and
density in the region of implosion. After the spher
ical shock converges to a point, a regular and stable
[7] axi-symmetric cigar shaped expanding density
distribution results. It is in this region that we expect
the density distribution to act as a graded index lens.

18 KV

Presu,sed
SPark
Gap

Fig. I. Experimental setup.

,0 T
0' Spatial

Filter

Nitrogen
Laser

When two spherical shocks collide, the interaction
depends on their strength [5] . .\t low Mach number
(Mo) the waves simply pass unmodified through one
another. At intermediate Mo they pass but are some
what delayed. At higher Mo, there is a period of stag
nation during which the fronts merge into a high
density plane slab, and at very high Mo the collision
generates turbulence. When several shocks are
launched from explosion points placed on the arc of
a circle. one might expect similar behaviour to that
of the double shock interaction. Moreover, since
many shocks now collide at one point, nonlinearities
in the shock interaction are expected to occur at lower
Mo than for two colliding shocks. The regime of in
terest here, is at an intermediate .\-10 when the fronts
interact in a nonlinear but orderly manner.

350 0030-4018/93/$ 06.00 © 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. All rights reserved.
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3. Experimental setup

A schematic representation of the experimental
setup, including the colliding shock lens, is shown in
fig. 1. The spherical shocks were created at points
equi-spaced on a circumference (diameter 1.) mm)
by eight pairs of opposing electrodes (for simplicity
only four pairs of electrodes are shown in fig. 1). We
utilized needles of diameter 0.85 mm and an arc gap
spacing of 1 mm. The electrodes were mounted on
two opposite plexiglass plates with a circular hole in
the center (diameter 7.5 mm) allowing a laser beam
to be directed along the axis of the CSL. The gaps
were connected in series in order to have approxi
mately simultaneous breakdown. A spatially filtered
nitrogen laser beam (fwhm ::::: 1 ns) was directed
through the collision region onto a T.V. camera face
plate through an imaging lens and a nitrogen inter-

ference filter (330 nm, bandwidth 10 nm). A PC
synchronised the triggering of the CSL with the im
age digitiser. A Rogowsky coil in the CSL circuitry
triggered the nitrogen laser via a variable delay box.
The value of the capacitor C determines the energy
provided to the colliding shocks. A 5 nF capacitor
was used.

4. Results

The CSL properties were investigated by record
ing images at different distances from the CSL and
at different delays. Parasitic fringes were due to the
interference filter.

A time sequence for the colliding shocks is given
in fig. 2 (Mo::::: 1.5). After the eight shocks have col
lided (figs. 2f, 2g) a high density expanding region

Fig. 2. Time sequence of an eight arc CSL imaged 19 cm from the CSL at (a) 3.2 I1S, (b) 5 I1S, (c) 6 I1S, (d) 6.9 I1S. (e) 8 I1s, (f) lOllS,
(g) IOAl1s, (h) 1O.9I1s. (i) lUlLS, (j) 11.611s, (k) 11.811s, (I) 12.2Ils. (m) 12.4lls, (n) 13.IIlS, (0) 141ls, (p) 15.6I1S.
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is created (figs. 2h, 2p). Focusing is achieved in figs.
2h and 2i. Figures 2j-m show the typical diffraction
pattern when focusing is achieved closer to the TV
camera. Figure 3a shows the focusing obtained with
the eight arc CSL (C= 5 nF) at a distance of 39 cm.
The image in fig. 3b was recorded with an addition
filter (ND = I ). A three-dimensional representation
of the relative intensity of the central region is shown
in fig. 3c and the associated contour plot is shown in
fig. 3d. The fwhm focal spot diameter is I00 Ilm. The

CSL is a varifocal lens in which the focal length in
creases with time: fig. 4a. The effective lens diameter
was obtained by imaging on the shock collision plane.
Due to the expansion of the shockfront after the col
lision, the effective lens diameter increases with time
(fig. 4b). Consequently, the relative diffraction lim
ited focal spot size is expected to vary with time and
is consistent with the measured focal spot size (fig.
4c ). The position of the rings surrounding the cen
tral spot (fig. 3a) is in reasonable agreement with
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Fig. 5. (a) Eight arc CSL burn pattern (focal length 39 cm, delay 11.8 Ils). (b) Equivalent glass lens burn pattern.

the theoretical Airy rings value (fig. 4d).
The eSL was used to focus a ruby laser beam

(fwhm ~ 30 ns, E ~ 0.5 J) onto photographic paper
in order to obtain a burn pattern. We chose a focal
length of 39 cm. The diffraction limited ruby beam
was directed through the lensing region and the burn
pattern shown in fig. 5a was obtained. For compar
ison a glass convex lens of equal focal length was ap-

354

ertured to 1.5 mm. This is the effective aperture of
the eSL. The burn pattern of fig. 5b was obtained.
The secondary spot in the lower region of the burn
patter is due to secondary reflections by the prisms
used to direct the beam through the lens. The central
burnt regions for both lenses were approximately 200
Ilm in diameter.
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5. Conclusion
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We have developed a novel type of focusing de
vice, the colliding shock lens, where near diffraction
limited focusing was observed. Although the useful
aperture of this lens is small we are in the process of
scaling up its dimensions.
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Optical quality and temperature
profile of a spinning pipe gas
lens
N. L1SI, R. BUCCELLATO, M. M. MICHAELIS

A spatially resolved temperature measurement in a spinning pipe gas lens of
aperture 2.25 cm and length 1 m, is presented. Ray tracing through the
measured refractive index profile was performed. We show that by reducing the
optical aperture of the lens (to 1 cm), an angular resolution of twice the
diffraction limited is obtainable.

KEYWORDS: gas lenses. optical quality. temperature measurement

Experimental details

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up for temperature measurement.
D =2.25 cm, L = 100 cm

gas. We performed this measurement to quantify the
optical quality of the device,

XYZ mount

I
t71 Thermocouple

wire .... C__b~+-+---===========:----I?
XYZ mount

Spinning pipe

Our aim was to measure the gas temperature inside
the heated spinning pipe with a spatial resolution of
the order of I mm along the radius of the lens and
I cm along its optical axis. Our detector consisted of
a NiCr thermocouple, made of two 200/-lm diameter
wires. The thermocouple was secured via a thermally
insulated material on a thin steel wire (d = 400 /-lm)
as a support suspended by two XYZ mounts. The
experimental set-up, shown in Fig. I allows us to
move our probe in the lens with the required
precision. The probe thermocouple was referenced to
a second NiCr thermocouple, submerged in a mixture
of ice and water at 273.3 K. The output voltage was

Sl..pport

1

Introduction

Gas lenses were first developed at Bell Laboratories'
shortly after the invention of the laser, but fell into
oblivion owing to their main applications-optical
communication and power transmission-avering
themselves as impractical. Recently, there has been a
resurgence of interest with the realization that gas
lenses may be used to focus lasers and drill holes2

and may even earn a role in telescopy.3 Thermal
gradient gas lenses are typically long focal length,
small aperture devices. In early versions the lens
consisted of a small cross-section metal pipe in which
gas was fluxed along the optical axis.' The obvious
difficulty that was encountered in scaling up the
aperture and keeping the focal length short is the
consequent increase in the temperature radial
gradients. These larger gradients give rise to
convection currents which impair or even destroy the
action of the lens.4 Some improvement could be
obtained by spinning the lens,2 in order to eliminate
the convection cells. In this case the gas flow stops
being laminar and no analytical theory is available. In
Ref. 5 the temperature profile was measured for a
fluxed small diameter gas lens and the results showed
good agreement with the theory. We have measured
the teptperature profile of a spinning pipe gas lens
both along the optical axis and along the vertical
section: the latter to look for the eventual gravi
tational effect on the temperature distribution of the

The authors are at the Plasma Physics Research Institute, University
of Natal. Durban, South Africa. Received 14 June 1993. Revised
12 August 1993.
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Isotherms of the spirilg pipe gas lens
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Fig. 2 Measured temperature profile: (a) three-dimensional plot (b) isotherms

(I)

read on a Keithley 199 Voltmeter and the measured
voltage values were then normalized according to the
polynominal for type k thermocouples.6

In Fig. 2(a) we show the temperature profile. The
temperature distribution is flat in the middle region of
the pipe where the co-rotating vortices7 meet and
there is almost no longitudinal gas flow while two
regions of strong transverse thermal gradients are
present near the edges of the pipe. The asymmetry
between these two regions is due to the asymmetry in
the heating of the pipe. It was found empirically that
the lens works better under such co.nditions. During
the experiment, we kept the rotational speed of the
lens at 30 Hz and the temperature of the pipe at
400 K, which gave a focal length of 2 m. Figure 2(b)
shows the vertical asymmetry caused by gravity in
greater detail. This vertical asymmetry has an
important effect on the performance of the lens, as
described later.

Some observations about the experiment

After changing the measurement position, our probe
requires, typically, some seconds to reach a steady
asymptotic value. We noted that the gas flow inside
the spinning pipe is very sensitive to the flow
conditions surrounding the lens, such as draughts in
the laboratory. Large fluctuations in local temperature'
are sometimes observed corresponding to small
external perturbations. To obtain reproducible results,
as with all gas lens experiments, a still environment is
essential. We also verified that there was no
horizontal (± X) axis asymmetry. The fini te size of
the probe could possibly have an effect on the gas
flow. We assumed, justified by the reproducibility of
the results with different geometries, the effect to be
negligible.

Ray tracing

The refractive index profile is obtained from the
temperature distribution with the help of the equation

(no - I)To
(n -1) = T

where no is the reference refractive index at
temperature To.

We numerically solved the ray equation in the
paraxial approximation for the three-dimensional
refractive index profile obtained by interpolating the
experimental points. To reduce computational time,
our interpolation is with splines along the vertical
direction (Y), linear along the optical axis (2) and
with a combination of sine and cosine terms to get
the refractive index value off the Y axis. A fully
three-dimensional smooth interpolation is time
consuming and the paraxial ray equation requires
smooth gradients only in the direction transverse to
the propagation. The program can give a histogram
representation of the light intensity from an input
object at any image plane. We chose computationally
to image two distant point sources decreasing their
angular separation until they became unresolvable on
the focal plane. We tried to apply the Rayleigh
criteria of resolution, which is non-trivial when the
focus resembles more a ring (Fig. 3(a)) than a Bessel
function.

Some images were recently taken with the same gas
lens,3 and the best results were obtained limiting the
aperture to I cm, and features close to the diffraction
limit were observed. For the full aperture device
(2.0 cm) the limit resolution obtainable is 0.3 mrad
(see Fig. 4) which is very poor if compared with the
diffraction limit. By limiting the useful aperture to
I cm it is possible to obtain a resolution of 0.2 mrad
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Fig. 4 Computed intensity profile for two point sources at infinity.
optical aperture 2 cm, angular separation 0.3 mrad
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(Fig. 3(b)), which is only about twice the diffraction
limit. It can be easily seen that the outer rays are
too weakly refracted to arrive in the same focus as
the inner rays. Another feature, visible both in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, is that the focus is displaced
along the vertical, below the optical axis, due to
the effect of gravity on the temperature distribution
(see Fig. 2(b)).

Conclusions

Ray tracing through the measured refractive index
profile of a spinning pipe gas lens, satisfactorily
explains two important features: the decrease in
optical quality as the optical aperture approaches that
of the pipe, and the lowering of the image centre due
to gravity. Reasonable numerical agreement is
obtained.
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Ion flows from laser-irradiated
microcylinders
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Abstract. Hollow aluminium mlcrocylinders were irradiated internally through
a circular aperture located In one wall using a pulsed ruby laser beam. Plasma
formation and ion flows were monitored using a Nomarski interferometer and an
array of Faraday cups. A collimation of ion energy along the cylinder axis was
obselVed.

1. Introduction

Recently, much interest has been shown in the inter
nal irradiation of hollow microcylinders. They are a
promising target configuration for x-ray lasers (Balmer
and Weber 1988, Lin et al 1988, Miura et al 1989). Fur
thermore' when viewed axially, they represent a conve
nient cross section for the study of plasma behaviour
and energy transport in hollow spheres (FOldes et al
1987). A recent publication has described the temporal
development of the contained plasma in these cylinders,
viewed with a Nomarski interferometer (Cunningham et
al 1988). Another describes the temporal behaviour of
the x-ray emission (Weber et al 1988).

A description of ions collimated into one plane by
the irradiation of a solid target with a laser line focus
has recently appeared in this journal (Waltham et al
1989). A collimated ion beam may have applications in
fields such as accelerator physics. Very little is known of
the behaviour of the flow of ions from laser-irradiated
microcylinders. In this paper we report preliminary
results of a highly directional emission of ions along
the axis of internally irradiated microcylinders.

2. experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement used to monitor the
plasma flow from laser-irradiated microcylinders is
shown schematically in figure 1. The plasma was pro
ducedusing a Q-switched ruby laser having typical out
put energies of 250 mJ in 50 ns FWHM with a multi
modal spatial beam profile. This laser radiation was
directed onto the back wall of the hollow microcylin
der, after focusing through a circular entrance hole in its
front wall, using an f /1.5 lens triplet. The aluminium

0022-3727/91/101744+04$03.50 @) 1991 lOP Publishing Ud

cylinders were aligned with their axes orthogonal to the
incoming ruby beam. 'IYpical cylinder parameters for
this investigation were i :::: 1 cm, re = 350 /Lm and
rd = 150 /Lm, where i, re and rd are the cylinder
length, internal radius and entrance hole radius respec- .
tively. The vacuum chamber was evacuated to pressures
less than 10-5 Thrr.

The main diagnostic was an array of charge collect
ing Rlraday cups (Raven et al 1980) arranged at various
angles in the horizontal plane about the cylinder axis at
distances approximately 20 cm from it. The temporally
resolved ion flux signals (figure 2) were downloaded
onto an IBM PC for further analysis using an array of
GPIB linked Thurlby 524 digital storage adaptors.

The position of the focal plane of the lens was found
by using the Foucault technique on a 30 /Lm diameter

RUBY
LASER
BEAM

N,
LASER
BEAM

Figure 1. The experimental arrangement used in this
investigation. VC: vacuum chamber; L1: focusing lens;
L2: imaging lens; CYL: hollow microcylinder (not to scale);
FC: Faraday cups; P: polariser; W: Wollaston prism;
IF: bandpass filter for the N2-laser wavelength; TV: TV
camera linked up to a video analysis system.



Ion flows from laser-irradiated microcylinders

Figure 4. Three-dimensional plot of line integrated plasma
density for a cross section (xy-plane) of the microcylinder.

30°
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was dumped. The fringes in that region are curved.
The fringes on the front wall of the cylinder bend the
opposite way thus indicating the existence of neutrals
produced by the back reflection of the laser beam off
the back wall. This Nomarski image also showed that
plasma production external to the circular entrance hole
was negligible.

A typical voltage versus time trace produced by the
collected ions is shown in figure 2. The preliminary
small amplitude spike was produced by uv and x-ray
emission from the plasma inducing the photoemission
of electrons from the collector, and was useful for con
firming time t = 0, the time of plasma production.

If it is assumed that both the average ion charge
and various recombination effects are independent of
the asymptotic expansion angle, then the number of
ions received by each cup per unit time is proportional
to the signal voltage, i.e.
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Figure 3. A typical Nomarski interferometer image taken
approximately 10 ns after the peak intensity of the plasma
producing ruby laser beam. The ruby beam was incident
from the left.
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A typical Nomarski interferogram of the microcylinder,
obtained approximately 10 ns after the peak intensity
of the ruby radiation, is shown in figure 3, and serves
to give an indication of the various phenomena taking
place within the closed geometry configuration. Fig
ure 4 shows a three-dimensional plot of line integrated
plasma density for a cross section of the microcylin
der, calculated from the interferogram by measuring the
fringe shift versus location on the microcylinder cross
section. Primary plasma formation was observed on the
back wall of the cylinder, where the main laser energy

3. Results

Nickel wire, placed near the focal point of the lens.
Once the wire was found to be in the focal plane to
within the desired accuracy, its position was recorded on
a TV imaging system. The wire could then be replaced
with the microcylinder target, the back wall of which
could be positioned at the focal plane to an overall ac
curacy of approximately 50 JLm. A detailed description
of this positioning technique may be found in the thesis
by Waltham (1991). Focal diameters observed on pla
nar film indicate that focal spot sizes of approximately
60 JLm were produced, which is consistent with the fd8
estimate for the laser configuration used. If the curved
back wall of the microcylinder is considered to approx
imate a plane target, laser intensities of approximately
1011 W cm-z on target were used.

A nitrogen laser of pulse length 1 ns FWHM was used
for both cylinder alignment and optical probing of the
plasma. The beam path of the Nz-laser was orthogonal
to that of the ruby laser and hence coaxial with the target
cylinder. The time of arrival of the Nz-laser pulse at
the cylinder was synchronized to the plasma event using
an in-line laser-triggered spark gap (Cunningham et al
1986), triggered by a fraction of the ruby laser beam.
Optical probing of the plasma was achieved using a
Nomarski interferometer, the components of which are
depicted in figure 1. More detailed descriptions of this
type of interferometer may be found elsewhere (e.g.
Cunningham et al 1988).

Figure 2. A typical recorded ion trace of voltage as a
function of time. .
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4. Discussion .

A flux of ion energy parallel to the cylinder's axis was ob
served, with the velocity of these ions normally greater
than those expanding in the direction of the ruby beam.
Furthermore, as may be seen from figure 5, the half an
gle fJEN/2, (i.e. the angle at which the ion energy drops
to half of its maximum value), was significantly nar
rower for these axial ions than for those ions moving in
the direction of the plasma producing laser beam. The
observations of ion flux in the axial direction represent
a lower limit. A more rigorous experiment planned will
have a Faraday cup placed on axis (in the path of the
Nomarski interferometer).

The mechanism for these effects is not fully under
stood at present. The observed movement of ions along
the cylinder length may be due to multiple reflections
off the inside walls. Ion-ion scattering in regions where
primary ions collide with either reflected ions or with
secondary ions from the inside front wall may contribute
to this effect. The higher velocity of ions in the axial
direction suggests an interaction process. A possible
mechanism might be the acceleration of axial ions by
a negative surface charge of the cylinder wall. Such a
surface charge might originate from the charge sepa
ration of plasma electrons and ions due to the higher
velocity of the former (von Engel). Another possible
explanation is that the walls of the cylinder stabilize
the plasma. This is the same effect as that described
by Hubner in which a z-pinch is stabilized by the con
ducting walls of the z-pinch vessel. A later experiment
using a microcylinder made of non-conductive material
may be a good check for this theory.

We notice the ratio of the measured total ion energy
from the cylinders to total ion energy from an equiva
lent planar target does not exceed 0.25. This may be
due to absorption of the primary ions on the inside of
the cylinder walls, to a far greater than anticipated col
limation of ion energy along the axis of the cylinder, or
to slight misalignment of the ruby beam on the entrance
hole.

The secondary plasma in the region of the entrance
hole may have been created by uv and x-ray radia
tion originating from the rear wall and by secondary
electron emission produced by the expanding primary
plasma ions. Reflection of laser light from the rear wall
is expected to have been insignificant at the laser irra
diances used as far as plasma production is concerned.

A future experiment will incorporate a larger ar
ray of collectors in order to observe the full ion flow
profile in alignment investigations. The aspect ratio of
cylinder length to inside diameter and target material
will be varied to ascertain the collimation mechanism.
Additionally, we will bias the microcylinders and put a.

should not have closed during the event. A small con
tribution from ions expanding from the outside edge of
the hole might also be possible, produced by the edge
of the ruby beam or slight beam misalignment.

dN = kV(t)
dt

E = mAl k d21°O V(t) dt
r 2 0 t 2

where d is the target to cup distance and mAl is the
ionic mass of aluminium.

'IYpical polar' plots of Er as a function of the an
gle fJ are shown in figure 5. The angle fJ was defined
to be that angle between the plasma producing laser
beam and the ion collector. The solid curve is the
curve interpolated from the results obtained from ir
radiating a hollow microcylinder. The presence of the
Nomarski interferometer precluded ion measurements
around () = 90° and the ruby beam focusing lens pre
cluded measurements at fJ ~ 25°. The dotted curve
interpolates the results obtained when a planar target
was irradiated under similar conditions, and is included
for comparison.

By assuming symmetries in the expansion of the
plasma into three dimensions, a proportional estimate
of the total energy contained in the plasma expansion
was obtained. Figure 5 shows a plot of the total energy
Er versus fJ. The indicated error bars have been calcu
lated as follows: since we assume the aforementioned
proportionality factor k to be constant, only V ( t) and
t contribute to uncertainties of Er. With the voltage
reading having a manufacturer specified accuracy of 3%
and the accuracy of the time reading being half a subdi
vision on the scope (hence approximately 3% accuracy
in the vicinity of the main peak) the resulting uncer
tainty of Er is 7%. It was thus found that the energy
contained in the ions expanding in all directions from
the irradiated microcylinder was up to 25% of that con
tained in the ions expanding from the planar target.
Furthermore, in the case of expansion from the micro
cylinder target, the ions expanding in the direction of
the plasma producing laser beam account for typically
66% of the total ion expansion energy from this target.
These ions may be from the primary plasma formed on
the rear wall of the cylinder, since the 300 J1.m hole

and thus the total relative ion energy collected by each
cup is

Figure 5. Plots of the total relative ion energy per cup, Er,
versus 8 for a microcylinder (full line) and a planar (dotted
line) target. N.B. The broken line is an extrapolation.
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magnetic field along the axis of the microcylinder. The
inftuence of these fields on the ion collimation should
give us valuable information on the extent to which the
collimation is due to surface charges on the cylinder
wall or to the plasma stabilization effect Information
may be gained about the plasma evolution and collisions
by probing with a Nomarski interferometer set-up at a
range of times.
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Comparative electron density measurements for the
refractive fringe diagnostic and N omarski interferometry
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Massive carbon targets were irradiated with a pulsed ruby laser and the laser-produced
plasma electron densities were simultaneously evaluated using Nomarski interferometry
and the refractive fringe diagnostic. An agreement of half an order of magnitude be
tween the two diagnostics was obtained.

1. Introduction

With the growing importance of fusion by irradiation with laser light and the subsequent
implosion of fusion microspheres, a knowledge of the electron density profiles of the laser
produced plasma (LPP) surrounding the microspheres is required. Electron density profiles
of LPP can be determined by optical probing.

Interferometers are the most widely used optical probes and numerous studies have been
performed (Reintjes et al. 1976; Attwood et al. 1978; Fedosejevs et al. 1979).

The refraction of a probe beam through a phase object can be used to study the phase
object concerned (Evtushenko et al. 1971; Keilmann 1972; Kogelschatz and Schneider 1972;
Schreiber et al. 1973; Benattar and Popovics 1983). The first quantitative refractive fringe
diagnostic to evaluate the electron density profiles of LPP was proposed by Michaelis and
WilH (1981) and was later revised by Cunningham et al. (1986a). This diagnostic has been
applied in the study of flames (Michaelis et al. 1985) and shocks in air (Waltham et al. 1987;
Bacon et al. 1989).

The refractive fringe diagnostic (RFD) is a simple method of diagnosing the electron den
sity profiles of LPP. However, the accuracy of this method has not been determined. We
report here a comparative study between a Nomarski interferometer and the RFD in de
termining the electron density profiles of LPP based upon experimental data obtained from
the same laser shot.

2. Theory

The refractive index of a fully ionized plasma is given approximately by

n = ..)1 - Ne/Ne, (1)

(2)

where Ne is the electron density and Ne is the critical electron density. The critical electron
density of a probing light beam with vacuum wavelength A is given by

4 2 2
N = 1t" meEoC

e A2e 2

© 1992 Cambridge University Press 0263-0346/92 $5.00 + .00
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the differentiation of et>(y), by an order of magnitude. The refractive index is given by
(Deutsch and Beniaminy 1982)

, ( ) - _.!.. f et> (ro) - et>(r) + fro [et>(y) - et>(r)]y d J (6)
. n r - 1r t ~rJ _ r2 r (y2 _ r 2)312 y.

2.2. Nomarski interferometer

The Nomarski interferometer consists of two polarizers, a Wollaston prism and a lens
(see figure 2). The plasma is imaged onto the camera by the lens. Two images are created
on the camera by the Wollaston prism. Interference between these two images is achieved
by the two polarizers, which are either orthogonal or parallel to each other. The advantages
of using a Nomarski interferometer are outlined in Benattar et al. (1979).

The fringes on the resultant interferogram represent isophase contours, i.e., the change
in the OPL between the light traversing the plasma and that not traversing the plasma,
which can be given by geometric arguments (assuming negligible refraction; Pawlowicz
1990)

et>(y) - 2~rJ - y2 == 1/;(y),

form visible fringes when 1/;(y) is an integral number of wavelengths, A,

(7)

1/;(y) = FA, (8)

where F = 0,1,2 ... ,n. Let us perform the integration implied in equation (5) on our ex
perimental data 1/; (y):

1 fro 1/;'(y) 1 fro et>'(y) 1 fro 2y
- - dy = - - dy + - dy

1r r ~y2 - r 2 1r r ~y2 _ r 2 1r r ~(rJ _ y2)(y2 _ r 2) ,

= n(r) - 1, (9)

== ~n(r). (10)
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where

FIGURE 3. Geometry of the RFD.

ri = R o[ sin l3i +! tan(aJ2)cos<l3i + a J 2)].
cos(aJ2) 2

a is determined by the fringe spacings

ai = sin-1p,/di )

and {3 is given by

-I ( Yj)l3i = tan Xi - ai'

(20)

(21)

(22)

The electron density profile of the defocused shadowgraph can be evaluated from the
fringe separation by using equations (1), (19), and (20).

A constraint in applying the RFD exists. The use of ray optic techniques is only justi
fied if (Born and Wolf 1965)

l

aNe I 2 Ne - Ne- «
ay Avacuum '

(23)

where Avacuum is the probe wavelength in vacuum.
It is also important to note some of the assumptions that the RFD makes and will be re

peated here, Le., there must be spherical or cylindrical plasma symmetry and parabolic light
ray paths in the plasma.

3. Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in figure 2. A Q-switched ruby la
ser, with a 5-mm mode selecting pinhole within the laser cavity, was focused onto massive
carbon targets in a vacuum chamber evacuated to pressures less than lO-s torr. Anj/1.5
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(a)

(b)

703

FIOURE 4. (a) Nomarski interferogram of LPP at irradiance 3.5 x 1011 W cm-2• (b) Corresponding
RFD defocused shadowgraph.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison between the electron density profiles evaluated on the ruby laser axis from
the RFD defocused shadowgraph and the Nomarski interferogram.

trivial. The RFD compared favorably with conventional Nomarski interferometry in deter
mining the electron density profiles of LPP. An agreement of half an order of magnitude
was obtained between the two diagnostics. The discrepancy can be attributed to the lack of
cylindrical symmetry of the LPP upon which the RFD was formulated and the incorrect as
sumption that the probing rays in a plasma follow parabolic paths.
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Pulsed gas lenses
R. BUCCELLATO, M.M. MICHAELIS, C.A. DEMPERS, A. PRAUSE,
P.F. CUNNINGHAM

The concept of a pulsed gas lens is proposed. Potential applications are
envisaged and preliminary experiments with pulsed ray refraction are reported.

KEYWORDS: gas lenses, fusion studies, refraction

Introduction

With the recent success of the JET experiment in
generating over one megawatt of thermonuclear
power l

, fusion has come a major step closer to being
a realistic source of energy. The impressive results
obtained by the magnetic fusion community will
undoubtedly benefit all types of controlled fusion
research. Just as there exist several types of fission
power station, from the less than man-size power
plants on board satellites to the GW fast breeder
reactor, so will there exist several types of fusion
reactor. Whilst the Tokamak is a sensible choice as
the central power generator for a large industrial
conglomeration, its minimum electrical output (1 GW)
makes it an inconvenient choice for less developed
regions.

In the African context in particular, a laser fusion
power station with its variable output
(100 MW < Pe < 1 GW) is a more appealing concept.
It is not generally realized that laser-fusion
break-even (thermonuclear power out = electrical
power in) could occur before the turn of the century.
The classified Halite-Centurion program has shown
that a radiation drive in the region of 10 MJ produces
a large (but undisclosed) thermonuclear yield. On the
basis of these and other results Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory hopes to be granted funds to
build a Laser Microfusion Facility with a MJ
neodymium glass laser as its driver, before 1999. The
Japan Osaka team are meanwhile confident that their
lOO kJ 'Gekko Upgrade' will approach break-even in
the nearer future.

A somewhat neglected question is: 'Beyond
break-even, beyond single pulse yield, what optics?'

centre. This is because neutron and Cl. ~!!!ti~I~~<.lat!1age

calculations show that no solid-state optical
component (lens, frequency doubler/tripler or A/IO
mirror surface) will resist the several shots per second
loading required for reactor operation. In one Los
Alamos National Laboratory conceptual design the
first lens is 80 m from the target2

• Livermore
Laboratories chose 10 m (see Ref. 3) as do Basov
et a/.4 at the Lebedev.

Our group has already proposed5 that a pulsed gas
lens (PGL) may help to overco'me this problem,
thereby considerably reducing the size of a future ICF
reactor.

Pulsed gas lens applications

The first application we envisage (and the only one
seriously considered in this article) is that of gas laser
driven thermonuclear fusion. In particular we consider
the HF laser proposed at Los Alamos Laboratory by
Phipps et af.2. Whilst it is likely that ICF will be
demonstrated with the Nova Upgrade solid-state
laser, relatively few engineers envisage such a laser as
a reactor driver. Nova can only fire a few shots per
day. Even with specially designed flash lamp shields
Nova Upgrade will only improve on this by an order
of magnitude. Gas lasers can be far more economical
and could be designed to fire at a high repetition
rate.

A cursory examination of Phipps' proposed
170 MJ HF laser system (Fig. 1) shows it to consist of
three main components: the amplifiers, the rre.ssure
Gr~9~ntJnJerface (PGI) and the target chamber.

247

All Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) reactor studies
locate the optics many metres from the 'microfusion'

The function of the PGI is simply to isolate the
target from the laser in such a manner that the gas
pressure is always below that at which plasma forms
and laser light is absorbed. The PGI essentially

The authors are at the Plasma Physics Research Institute. consists of a large number of fast butterfly valves,
University of Natal. Durban, South Africa. Received 12 November opening onto a vacuum chamber so that the PGI
1992. Revised 3 March 1993. Accepted 15 March 1993. pressure rises from high vacuum to 1/3 bar over 80 m.
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slower and only in vacuum. After considering many
options we chose to shatter a 3 mm thick glass slide.
Shattering the glass slide by over-pressurizing the
chamber resulted in a non-uniform and slow opening
of the window. (The box is topped with a wooden
structure to contain the glass fragments and the glass
is held in position with a clamp and two rubber
gaskets.) To overcome the problem of slow opening,
a I mm Perspex flat was placed over the glass. A
copper wire was placed between the glass and the
Perspex flat and connected to a 2 kJ capacitor bank.
The box was pressurized to just below glass rupture
point (~3 bar gauge) and the exploding wire
detonated. Fast opening of the window was obtained.

Initially the chamber was pressurized with air, but on
shattering of the glass window and subsequent
depressurization of the chamber, the HeNe beam
disappeared and did not reappear for several seconds.
It is estimated that adiabatic expansion from 3 bar
lowers the temperature to ~ - 60°C, which is well
below the condensation temperature of air. A TV
camera placed in front of the box showed that the
PGL was behaving as a cloud chamber, water vapour
in the air condensing to micro droplets. A white
cloud was seen escaping out of the top of the box.
Shortly before the beam re-appeared, the laser path
was shown by scattered red light inside the box. This
problem was solved by pressurizing the chamber with
dry CO2 gas which has a condensation temperature
lower than that of moist air.

9 kV

Photo-diode
...ay

To Oocilk>scopes~

/WJ
10 m

~~I.. /
~/

Fig. 4 Experimental set-up

or ~ 106 J per lens for a relatively inefficient fast fill.
A ten-beam direct drive system would thus require
10 MJ per target. This may seem large when
compared with an estimated laser output of similar
magnitude, but not when one considers that the best
lasers have a 'wall plug efficiency' of about 10%.

Pulsed refraction experiments

We have conducted laser-beam deflection studies
preparatory to operating a full-scale pulsed gas lens.
These studies have usefully identified a number of
non-evident problems. Figure 3(a) is a diagram of the
gas-dynamic beam deflection device. The concept is as
follows: a rectangular slab of high-pressure,
high-density, high-refractive index gas is contained
inside a box with a long rectangular window on top
and two optical slit apertures on either side. The long
window is instantaneously opened allowing a plane
rarefraction wave to propagate back towards the
lower wall of the box. This rarefraction wave
propagates at the speed of sound in the gas (cs),
reaching the rear wall at time t = r/c•. Thus, for a
30 cm deep box the near optimum density profile (and
thus refractive index profile) may exist at
1/4 ms ;5 t ;5 1/2 ms (Fig. 3(b)).

Instantaneous opening of the window is required to
obtain the desired density profile needed for beam
deflection. The above argument shows that
instantaneous here means t ~ 1/10 ms. Commercial
valves operate at least two orders of magnitude

In a power station one might envisage a large number
of fast butterfly valves as in Phipps' design2. The
PGL could be designed to serve a triple purpose: first
as the final focusing lens; second as a nuclear and
debris shield for the expensive oscillator optics
up-beam; and thirdly as the exhaust gas extraction
system for the gas laser: Fig. 2(b). The lens
parameters would be similar to those of the single
pulse system. An important question is, however, that
of the power consumption of the lens. For the above
parameters the energy per gas fill is of order

To summarize, successful operation requires

• rapid and complete opening of the window to
obtain a steep density profile needed for deflection;

• choice of a gas with a high refractive index for
maximum deflection and low condensation
temperature.

Photo OIOcHSa

~ \ \ r! /:oPIOg co,

HeN. beam r-' <lE- I ---+ --,

-----------f:~-.~:~:------------------------i~~__ 1i
3 bar puog. CO. I ----------- ~ ~

·KJ

P .. bar

Fig. 3 (a) Pulsed beam deflection device. (b) Density profile
(schematic)

b

1 bar

r

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4. A HeNe
laser beam was directed through the PGL onto a
vertical photodiode array. This array consisted of ten
photodiodes spaced 1 cm apart. The photodiodes were
configured in an on/off mode, that is to output a 5 V
pulse only when light was incident on them. The laser
beam was positioned just above the first photodiode.

Optics & Laser Technology
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Applications of the colliding shock lens
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The colliding shock lens is described briefly. Possible applications. industrial drilling and
cuning, lase; Q-switching and spatial filtering, ulrrahigh-power applications, and "all gas
lasers" are proposed. The time evolution. scaleability. and repetition rate operation are

investigated.

1. '-Introduction

Ar a previous ECLIM. we described work with continuous gas lenses (\Iichaeiis eT ai.
199Ia). A novel pulsed gas lens has now been developed relying on the interaction of con
verging shocks in air. Here we report on the initial studies of the parameters of this lens
undertaken to see which applications. if any. show promise. The article is diY'ided into four
pans: a brief description of the coliiding shock lens (CSL): a list of pOtential applications
suitable for the CSL; a study of the performance of various CSL designs: and conduding
remarks.

2. The colliding shock lens

Gas lenses invented at Bell Labs in the early 1960s were soon discarded as bulky devices
with a narrow field of view. A slight renewal of interest has resulted fron: a demonstra
tion that they are able to focus laser light to drill holes (r-;otcun er ai. 1988: Michaelis
eT ai. 1991a) or to generate laser-produced plasmas (Waltham eT ai. 1990), \\'e have shown
that they have sufficiently good optical quality to serve as objective lenses in telescopy
(Michaelis el al. 1991 b). We have also proposed thar large aperture pulsed gas lenses could
play an important part as the final focusing element in a laser-driven fusion reactor (Bue
cellato el al. 1993a). More recently (BuccellatO el al. 1993b) we have described a differem
type of pulsed gas lens. the CSL.

The simplest CSL consists of 16 needles disposed in opposition on the arc oi a circle (fig
ure 1a). Eighr elecrric arcs are srrucK berween opposing poims and gener:ue eighr shOCK
waves that converge at the center. A cigar-shaped region Of high gas density gradiem results.
If a pulsed laser is synchronized soon (l ()() ns) after the shock collision and directed throu;:-.
the center. it can produce a focus. Figures Iband 1c show other CSL designs with differ
ent number of arcs and differem diameters. We distinguish between the "electrical diam
eter. " thar of the circle of arcs. and the optical aperture. that of the effecrive lens. The
optical aperture turns our to be an order of magnitude smaller than the electrical diameter.
It is not yet clear whether the optical aperture will scale with the system geometry or with
the typical shock width dimensions. The former would mean that the f-number could
remaili mo.';;: orles5 cunstam with increasmg optical aperture: tilt ialt.::r. [[-.<it it Jot:s rlvt
scale at all. A first attempt at scaling up the first 1.2-cm electrical aperture device to 3 cm

,~ 1994 Cambridge University Press 0263-0346/94 $5.00 - .00
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(31 (b)

le)

FIGURE I. Colliding ShOCK lenses. la') 16-pin. 8-arc device. Electric diameter 1.2 cm. Optical aper
ture 2 mm. (b) 3-cm electric diameter device. Optical aperture approximately 3 mm. (c) 36-pin. 3-cm
dectric diameter device.

(figure Ib) indicates that the truth lies somewhere in between. Increasing: the number of
pins (figure lc) did not have any obvious effect.

Depending on the time at which the pulsed laser is fired with respect to the arcs. a vari
ety of illumination patterns results: figure 2 shows a sequence obtained with an eight-arc
device. The frames are taken directly with a lensless television camera disposed 40 cm away
from the center of the lens. The first three frames show the shock waves propagating almost
undisturbed through one another. The detailed illumination pattern (i.e., dark and bright
rings, coarse and fine fringes) is best understOod by referring to articles on refractive fringe
diagnostics (Bacon er al. 1989: !\'lichaelis et af. i9?:,c). The next frames show nonlinear inter
action between the shock waves resulting: in noncylindrically symmetric illumination pal-
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FIGURE 2. Illumination patterns 4(1 cm from the lens of figure 1a. at various times after the arcs:
3.2.5.6.6.9,8. 10. 10.4. 10.9. I! .3. 11.6. 11.8. 12.2. 1:'.4. 13.1. 14. 15.6 IJ.s.

"terns. The interesting poim is that after the shocks have collided at the cemer, there is :c
cylindrically symmetric core. The shocks have forgotten where they originated. A shar:
focus is seen in the seventh frame. An enlargement of the focal region (figure 3) shows an
imeresting set of Airy ring-like patterns centered on the strongly saturated focus.

3. Potential applications

3.1. Drilling. cUlling, and weiding

A good :-:ason why lasers have not penetrated every industrial workshop is that their Out

put windows and lenses are expensive and sensitive devices. We have already shown that
CO: lasers coupled to gas lenses are capable c" drilling through thick steel sheets
(Michaelis er al. 1991a). HO\vever, the lenses we us;;:o were unwieldy CW devices with very
long focal lengths (of the order of 80 cm.) The "dream,. gas lens for this purpose would
be a short focal length device (la cm) capable of being "rep-rated" (100 Hz). with an opti
cal aperture of at least 1 cm and minimal power consumption and weitht.

3.2. Q-swirching and sparial filtering

The combination of a CSL and a pinhole within the laser resonator could in principle
serve to simultaneously Q-switch and spatially filter a laser oscillator. The pinhole would
need to be under vacuum or. if the pulse is short enough, in helium gas to prevent break
down. But Q-switching requires opening times of about 10-100 ns (Siegman 1986). For engi
neering applications.. the focal length should no~ var:! too qllicldy; whereas fgaQ-switching
and beam handling (e.g., isolator) functions, fast switching is essential.
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FIGURE 3. Magnified central region oi 11.3-1-'5 frame. (Bar = ) mm)

3.3. Ulrrahigh-power and "all gas" lasers

It is well known that even under clean room conditions lenses operating for pulse lengths
of tens of nanoseconds start to fail at intensities in the GW/cm: range. Also. multipho
ton processes at ultrahigh intensities render conventionally transmitting materials opaque
or absorbing. We have previously pointed out that gas lenses could help alleviate these prob
lems (Michaelis er al. 1991a). We foresee. without having the means to observe it. that very
high powers may heat the gas and change the characteristics of the lens, just as in atmo
spheric "thermal blooming" (Barnard 1989). But for intermediate powers. the CSL could
fill the present gap.

The final application we envisage is that of an "all gas" (or nearly all gas) system. Con
ventional pulsed gas laser systems are designed with beam diameters corresponding to the
breakdown thresholds of solid op!ical components. A combination of aerodynamic WiIi
dows and diverging and convergH,g gas lenses could give gas laser design a ne\\i degree 01
freedom.

4. Performance of the CSL

All the applications listed above pose the following questions:

a. How good is the focus? Is it near diffraction limited?
b. How short is the focal length?
c. How quickly do CSLs switch. and how long do they last?
d. How.large is the' aperture. and is apy light lost?
e. Can they be "rep-rated"? How much power do they consume?
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FIGURE 4. 130-ILrn burn pattern in alurninurn foil OOt:l!:.ed with lens of figure lb .

005

.a. From the very first experiments. we realized that this was somewhat surpnsingly, given
the limited number of arcs, an excellent lens. Figure 4 shows a burn pattern in aluminium
foil obtained with an eight-arc lens. The optical aperture of the lens was 3 mm and the focal
length 40 cm. so the diffraction limit would give a 130-LJ.m hole. The central hole is approx
imately 130 ,LLm.

b. The shortest focal length for an eight-arc device is about 20 cm. This is too long for
many applications. We have already begun testing a double-ring device. and there is no
apparent reason wh\" several rings should nor reduce the focal length to the 10-cm range .
. c. For this purpo5: we have measured the switching ability. Our experimental appara

tus is ver\" ,imple and consists of a IO-IT:"Y HeNe laser followed by the CSL and a receiv
ing photoc;0de at a distance L with a pl::"ole of diameter <P immediately in front of it. We
vary the distance L. the diameter <P. and also the energy delivered to the shocks by chang
ing the discharge capacitor. Figure 5 shows a typical switching time curve. in figure 6 we
show how the switching risetime and the maximum signal vary with the pinhole size <P at
a fixed distance L. and in figure i we show how the same quantities vary with the iocal
length L for fixed <P. As can be seen from switching curves like those in figure 5. the fall
time of !".e signal is always comparable with the rise time (to within, say 50«70). the latter
being a i~ss critical quantity for Q-switching. The signals have been normalized to the sig
nal produced by a 3-mm aperture, 50-cm focal length. spherical glass lens on the same
photodiode and a pinhole <P =250 ,LLm. Figure 8 is like figure 6. but for a capacitor value
of I ,LLF. We believe that by increasing the shock energy we can make the switching faster.

The present CSL is thus a little toO slow for Q-switching. But we have a coricept for speed
ing it up that involves a multiple lens. Another problem in using this device for Q-switching
is that it requires the presence of a pinhole in the cavity and the concomitant possibility
ofro? high a radiat10n flux through it. Our idea is that this s~~ld b.;- worth'vhile
for cheaply Q-switching a small laser system.
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d. Possibly the worst feature of CSLs is the large electro-optic aspect ratio. The largest
aperture obtained so far was oniy 4 mm. \Ve plan to test a ! O-cm electrical diameter lens
in the hope of obtaining an 8-mm optical aperture. Another worrying feature of these lenses
is that they are lossy. This, we 8elieve, is inherent to their shock wave structure. The rear
of the reflected shock refracts some light "in the wrong direction." This is to be expected
from refractive fringe studies 0" shocks (Michaelis er al. 1991 c). Orientatively we estimate
the loss to be about 100!0, siigh;iy larger than that due to reflection in conventional lenses.

e. The question of "rep-rating" the lens has only been partially ansv,:ered experimentally
for want of a suitable high-voltage power supply. Operation at 10Hz confirmed our expec
tations that the lens could run at moderate frequencies without degradation of the focus.
At this repetition rate a typical switching curve such as that in figure :5 remains virtually
unaltered. Based on dimensior: and speed of sound arguments. we would expect the limit

ing period to be of the order

electrical aperature
:::0 I ms.

sound speed

The corresponding "rep-rate'· auid be 1 kHz. a useful frequency for industrial applica
tions. The final question is tha: of power consumption. At a rep rate of f = 1 kHz. our
present eight-pin lens would .::onsume

vV=f·l/:·Cl·:= I kw ( C = 5 nF. I· = 20 kV l.

This is a considerable amount of puised power. To reduce thi~ we tested an enclosed CSL
that confines the arcs to two rather than three dimensions. An order of magnitude reduc
tion in energy consumption occurs. However. that may be counteracted by the necessity

of increasing the electrical diameter.

5. Conclusion

The novel CSL appears to be on the borderline of becoming a promising optical com
ponent. The focus is good, but the lens is slightly lossy. The lens focuses quickly, but not
quite quickly enough for efficient Q-switching. The aperture is disappointingly small but
might be scaleable. The lens may be rep-rated but consumers appreciable eiectrical power
and could be incredi~jv noisy.
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Abstract

We show how a varifocal pulsed gas lens, the Colliding Shock Lens,

can be utilized as an intracavity element to Q-switch a ruby laser. By

placing the shock lens in tandem with a second lens a giant pulse

is obtained. The second lens may be a conventional glass lens or a

continuous wave gas lens.
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Quality factor or .. Q-switching" of lasers is an important method of en

hancing the power of pulsed lasers [1]. Mechanical Q-switches and dye cell

switches have generally been discarded in favour of triggerable opto-electronic

devices based on rotation of polarization using the Kerr or Pockels effect. In

this letter we will discuss another form of triggerable Q-switching which

makes use of a new kind of gas lens. This lens, the Colliding Shock Lens [2]

was developed in our laboratory, in step with the recent revival of interest in

gas lens optics [3,4].

The principle of Colliding Shock Q-switching (CS-QS), relies on the in

sertion of a steady state converging lens and of the rapidly varying CSL in

a laser cavity. In Fig. 1 we show the evolution of the CSL focal length and

lens diameter with time. When the CSL is switched off, the steady state lens

renders the cavity unstable. Only when the CSL is switched on and while the

focal regions of the two lenses overlap, does the laser cavity be(.:ome stable

and the losses low. If this condition is achieved when the population inver

sion is at its peak in the active medium, lasing occurs in the form of a giant

pulse.

In the experiment designed to test the CS-QS concept, a commercial ruby

laser [5] was modified to incorporate the additional Q-switching components.

Fig. 2(a) is a schematic of the experiment. The laser consists of a ruby head,

a full reflector RI, and an output coupler R2. The Q-switching components

are a Colliding Shock Lens L2, a continuous lens Ll, and a fluorescence

sensing photodiode PD 1.

The CSL consists of eight arc discharges, struck simultaneously between

pairs of opposing points located on the arc of a circle as illustrated in

Fig. 2(b). Each point explosion produces an expanding spherical shock wave.

After the eight shock waves collide at the center of the circle, a cigar shaped,

high density, axially symmetric core expands outwards. Lensing is due to

the radially symmetric density gradients within the expanding region. As

the lens diameter increases, the density diminishes and the focal length in-
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creases as depicted in Fig. 1. The CSL used for these experiments, was

specially chosen for its fast switching and large optical aperture. It consists

of a 5.0 cm diameter cylinder closed at both ends. The end plates which

carry the sixteen pins forming the eight gaps, are 1.0 cm apart. The gaps are

set to 1.5 mm and the diameter of the circle of pins is 3.0 cm. The central

apertures are 1.0 cm in diameter. A 100 nF capacitor, charged to 17 kV, is

connected to the eight gaps in series via a triggerable spark gap. This series

connection ensures simultaneous arcing.

The lens L1 can be either a conventional solid state device or a continuous

wave gas lens. The Spinning Pipe Gas Lens [6] used in some experiments,

consists of a 1.0 m long, 2.0 cm diameter heated tube, spun at 30 Hz. The

rotation centrifuges warm air out of the two ends and causes cold air to be

aspired along the axis. The resulting density and refractive index gradient

produces a long focal length lens, the quality of which fluctuates [7]. The

focal length can be varied from 1.5 m to several meters (as measured from

the center of the pipe) by changing the pipe temperature and rotation speed.

The two flat end mirrors are a full reflector RI = 96%, and an output coupler

R2 = 45%.

The operation sequence for all CS-QS experiments is the following. First

the ruby flashlamp is fired and the PD1 photodiode detects the fluorescence

signal from the active medium. This signal is electronically delayed and

used as a trigger for the CSL master spark gap circuit. The signal from the

photodiode PD2, placed behind the full reflector RI, is read by a storage

oscilloscope and gives the laser pulse waveform. The laser beam energy is

measured with an energy meter. A burn pattern of the attenuated beam at

the focus of a lens is used to measure the divergence.

The cavity is operated in three different modes described below in detail.

Mode a, maximises the output energy and beam diameter. Mode b, min

imises the Q-switched laser pulse duration. Mode c, explores the feasability

of a cavity with intracavity beam expansion optics consisting entirely of gas,
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The stability of the laser resonator can be determined in terms of a com

plex parameter m. In the formalism of ray matrix optics this is half the trace

of the round trip resonator matrix [8]. For an unstable resonator, abs(m) > 1.

In this case we can introduce the magnification AI as

{

In + (m 2 - 1)1/2 if m > 1 (Positive Branch)
;.\1 =

m - (m 2 - 1)1/2 if m < -1 (Negative Branch)
(1)

where .1\11 is the amplification of the beam cross section per round trip and

can be related to the cavity losses. When abs( m) < 1 the cavity is stable

and abs( m) = 1 for a plane parallel configuration, which corresponds to the

confocal situation of the intracavity "telescope".

Mode a: 11 is a 200 cm focal length glass lens. The lens separation d is

250 cm. The condition abs(m,) = 1 is achieved when ICSL = 50 cm. The CSL

lens aperture (dcsLl is 3.0 mm (see Fig. 1) and the beam fills the ruby rod

(10 mm). At slightly later times, the resonator becomes stable and we expect

lasing to occur. A. drawback of this operating condition is that the cavity

is long (3.0 m) as is consequently the risetime of the laser pulse. In this

case the initial magnification of the resonator (before the CSL is operated)

is low: 11;[ = 2.8. We must therefore operate the flashlamp below 4.3 kV to

avoid free running lasing. A 2.0 J laser pulse of duration 360 ns (FWHM)

is observed 39 ItS after the shock generation which corresponds to 5 flS after

the shock collision. Fig. 3 shows the pulse waveform.

Mode b: L1 is a 50 cm focal length glass lens (d = 100 cm). Again m = 1

is achieved when II = 50 cm, dCSL = 3.0 mm and the beam diameter on

the output coupler is expected to be 3.0 mm. The initial magnification M is

now 4.4 and free running is inhibited at any flashlamp voltage. We operated

at 4.5 kV. In this case we expect shorter pulses and a very narrow beam

together with lower energy. A 100 mJ pulse, of duration 175 ns (FWHM) is

observed 39.5 ItS after the CSL is fired (see Fig. 3). On a few occasions when
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the CSL alignment appeared to be optimised, a pulse length of about ·30 ns

was observed.

Mode c: 11 is a spinning pipe gas lens operated at 200 cm focal length.

For this "all gas" Q-switch we expected similar performance to mode a.

Fig. 3 shows a :37·3 ns (FvVHM) pulse similar to that of mode a. However,

the energy for this mode is slightly higher (3.0 J). The absence of reflective

losses in the cavity appears to outweigh the effect of the spinning pipe gas

lens aberrations.

In Table I we summarize the results of the experiment. The energy values

reported in this paper are the maximum values obtained over a large number

of experiments. Although the fluctuations are large, especially for mode c,

due in this case to the unstable behaviour of the Spinning Pipe Gas Lens [6],

we noted that the operations do not critically depend on the cavity alignment

and gas lens aberrations.

vVe now examine in greater detail the evolution of the cavity geometry

after the CSL shocks have collided and how this affects the cavity losses. The

losses can be split into two terms. The first term is constant and takes into

account diffraction. surface reflections from lens 11, and ruby rod surface

imperfections.

The second term depends on the cavity geometry and will vary explicitly

with time. If no apertures are present in the cavity, the losses depend only

on the parameter rH. and can be calculated according to the following loss

formula

L={ 1 - 1/~U2 if abs(m) > 1

o if abs (m) ~ 1
(2)

where L is the fractional intensity loss of an "input beam" entering the

output coupler and whose linear magnification over one round trip is .AI. The
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evolution of .ill and the corresponding L is shown in Fig. 4 for mode a.

A simple model of the laser system was developed. Due to the presence

of apertures in the cavity such as the ruby rod external diameter and the

CSL aperture. the expression for the loss term is more complex than that

given by Eq. (2) and depends on the "input beam" cross section. It coincides

with Eq. (2) only for light traveling close to the optical axis. Taking this

into account the calculation of the losses as a function of the distance from

the optical axis was performed using the formalism of matrix optics. The

laser beam was subdivided into a collection of annular beams. The laser rate

equations were solved for each annulus, using the fourth order Runge Kutta

numerical method with variable step size. Independently an approximate

computation of the beam divergence is performed for the resonator geometry

that exists when lasing is at its peak. We generate a uniform planar distri

bution of rays at the position of the ruby rod and we follow the path of each

of the rays for a given number of round trips, recording the values of their

angle at the output coupler. These values are used to calculate the beam

diameter and divergence.

Fig. 5 shows the computed laser beam intensity waveform in the centre of

the beam, for modes a, b, and c. The computed values of the laser energy,

pulselength, beam diameter, and divergence are summarized in Table lI.

The discrepancy between the measured and computed pulselength can be

attributed to the aberrations of the gas lenses which are not included in the

actual model.

In conclusion we have demonstrated a novel Q-switching configuration

that can use only gas optics. The advantages of the method are: no damage

threshold, both for high peak power and average power; absence of polariza

tion and polarizer. A major disadvantage is the necessity of having a long

cavity which results in a long laser pulse. Improvements in colliding shock

lens design and performance may correct this problem.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Colliding Shock Lens characteristics. Evolution of focal

length and effective diameter after the shock collision.

Fig. 2( a) Schematic of the CS-QS experiment.

Fig. 2(b) Colliding Shock Lens geometry.

Fig. 3 .\Ieasured laser pulse intensity wa\'eforms.

Fig. 4 Evolution of the cavity magnification m and losses L for

paraxial rays (mode a).

Fig. 5 Computed laser pulse intensities In the center of the

beam.
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Tables

Table I: Summary of the results of the Colliding Shock Q-Switching experi

ment. Emax is the maximum recorded value of the output energy in the three

different resonator geometry. tp is the typical pulse duration (FWHM). d is

the laser spot diameter and div is the divergence.

Emax/J tp/ns d/mm div/mrad

Mode a 2.0 :360 8.0 1.0

Mode b 0.1 17.5 2.0 3.3 I

Mode c 3.0 :31.5 S.O 1.4

Table II: Summary of the computational results of the Colliding Shock Q

Switching. Emax is the energy, tp is the FWH~vl pulse duration, d is the laser

beam diameter. and div is the divergence.

EmaxIJ tp/ns d/mm div/mrad

Mode a 2.0 225 10.0 1.0

Mode b 0.13 10.5 2.8 4.0

Mode c 3.0 200 10.0 0.9
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